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HC-1.5KAT 
HF 1.5KW 
Auto Tuner

HL-350VDX
VHF/2m 330W 
Amplifi er
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Two of the LIGHTEST and 
MOST COMPACT Amplifi ers in the Industry!

HL-1.1KFX
Lightweight HF Linear

This world-class compact HF amplifi er has built-in switching mode 
power supply to save the weight. It is compatible with wide AC line of 
100 to 250V, and is best suited for DX-peditioners.

More Fine Products from TOKYO HY-POWER

HL-1.5KFX
HF/6m 1kW Linear
Auto Band Set with 
modern ICOM, Yaesu, 
Kenwood Radios

Western US/Canada
1-800-854-6046

Mountain/Central
1-800-444-9476

Southeast
1-800-444-7927

Mid-Atlantic
1-800-444-4799

Northeast
1-800-644-4476

New England/Eastern Canada
1-800-444-0047

HHL 1 1KKFXK

Outstanding for 
Field Works and 

DX-peditions!

Frequency:
1.8 ~ 28MHz all amateur bands 
including WARC bands
Mode:
SSB, CW, RTTY
RF Drive:
75 ~ 90W
Output Power:
SSB 600W PEP max.
CW 600W.
RTTY 500W (5 minutes)
Final Transistor:
SD 2933 x 4 
(MOS FET by ST micro)
Circuit:
Class AB parallel push-pull

Cooling Method:
Forced Air Cooling
Multi-Meter:
Output Pf 1kW, Refl ected Power 
100W, Drain Voltage Vd 60V, Drain 
Current Id 50A
Input/Output Connectors:
Type M-J (UHF SO-239)
AC Power:
1.4kVA max. when TX
AC 100 ~ 250V (Auto Select)
Dimensions:
9.1 x 5.6 x 14.3 inches 
(WxHxD)
Weight:
Approx. 22.5 lbs.

Specifi cations

Features
■ The amplifi er allows operation in full break-in CW mode due to 

the use of the amplifi er’s high speed antenna relays.
■ The amp utilizes a sophisticated circuit to run the various high 

speed protection circuits such as overdrive, high antenna SWR, 
DC overvoltage, band mis-set etc.

■ An analog multimeter allows the operator to monitor Pf (Forward 
output power), Pr (Refl ected power), Vd (Drain voltage of power 
FET), Id (Drain current) etc.

NEW!

600W OUT, 
Weighing 

only 
22.5lbs.

HL-45B
HF/50MHz 45W 

Linear Power Amplifi er

Frequency: 
 HF Band (1.8 ~ 28MHz and 50MHz 
Amateur Bands)
Mode:  SSB(A3E), CW(A1A), FM(F3E)
RF Output Power: 
SSB (PEP)/CW 45W
RF Drive Power: 5W max.
DC Power:  DC 13.8V, 8.5A max.
In/Out Impedance: 50
In/Out Connectors: SO-239
Major Circuits and Functions:
1. Class AB wide band linear 
power amp
2. Automatic/manual switching 
output low pass fi lters
3. WARNG (Protection circuit) 
for over-voltage and over-drive
4. LED meter for indicating 
transmitting power level

HLL 45B

NEW!

Compact 
45W 

Power 
Amp.
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To go with the 
popular Yaesu 
FT-817 series.

Features
■ HL-45B is a solid-state HF/50MHz band linear power amplifi er with 

the maximum output power of 45W. Designed RF drive power is 5W.
■ This amplifi er is particularly designed for the use with popular 

portable radio of YAESU FT-817. When combined with FT-817, you 
can enjoy a unique and very comfortable feature of automatic band 
selection as well as send-receive switching, by connecting the amp 
and radio with the supplied special control cable.

■ LED power level meter will always indicate the relative output power 
level for the convenience of the operator.

Specifi cations
5. Send-receive switching 
remote terminal
6. ALC
Final RF Power 
Transistor: 
RD30HVF 
(by Mitsubishi Electric) x 2
Accessory Parts: 
DC Power cord (Red/Black) x 1
Coax jumper cable with PL-259 
connectors x 1
Remote control cable for 
FT-817 x 1
Spare fuse 10A x 2
Dimensions: 
150(W) x 47(H) x 211(D) mm 
(5.9 x 1.9 x 8.3 inches)
Weight: 
Approx. 1.6kgs. (3.4lbs.)
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About the Cover
Thomas M. Alldread, VA7TA introduces us 

to his NimbleSig III. This dual-output, DDS RF 
generator provides signals over a range from 
100 kHz to 200 MHz, with 1 Hz resolution. The 
frequencies can be set independently with a 
simple computer interface, and the built-in low 
lever RF power meter makes this a versatile 
building block for many applications.
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The American Radio Relay League, 
Inc, is a noncommercial association 
of radio amateurs, organized for the 
promotion of interest in Amateur Radio 
communication and experimenta-tion, 
for the establishment of networks to 
provide communications in the event of 
disasters or other emergencies, for the advancement 
of the radio art and of the public welfare, for the 
representation of the radio amateur in legislative 
matters, and for the maintenance of fraternalism and 
a high standard of conduct.

ARRL is an incorporated association without
capital stock chartered under the laws of the state
of Connecticut, and is an exempt organization
under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1986. Its affairs are governed by a Board
of Directors, whose voting members are elected 
every three years by the general membership. The 
offi cers are elected or appointed by the Directors. 
The League is noncommercial, and no one who
could gain fi nancially from the shaping of its
affairs is eligible for membership on its Board.

“Of, by, and for the radio amateur,” ARRL
numbers within its ranks the vast majority of active 
amateurs in the nation and has a proud history of 
achievement as the standard-bearer in amateur 
affairs.

A bona fi de interest in Amateur Radio is the only 
essential qualifi cation of membership; an Amateur 
Radio license is not a prerequisite, although full
voting membership is granted only to licensed
amateurs in the US.

Membership inquiries and general corres-
pondence should be addressed to the
administrative headquarters:

ARRL  
225 Main Street 
Newington, CT 06111 USA
Telephone: 860-594-0200
FAX: 860-594-0259 (24-hour direct line)

Offi cers

President: JOEL HARRISON, W5ZN
528 Miller Rd, Judsonia, AR 72081

Chief Executive Offi cer: DAVID SUMNER, K1ZZ

The purpose of QEX is to:

1) provide a medium for the exchange of ideas and 
information among Amateur Radio experimenters,

2) document advanced technical work in the Amateur 
Radio fi eld, and

3) support efforts to advance the state of the 
Amateur Radio art.

All correspondence concerning QEX should be 
addressed to the American Radio Relay League,
225 Main Street, Newington, CT 06111 USA.
Envelopes containing manuscripts and letters for 
publication in QEX should be marked Editor, QEX.

Both theoretical and practical technical articles are 
welcomed. Manuscripts should be submitted in word-
processor format, if possible. We can redraw any 
fi gures as long as their content is clear.
Photos should be glossy, color or black-and-white 
prints of at least the size they are to appear in
QEX or high-resolution digital images (300 dots per 
inch or higher at the printed size). Further
information for authors can be found on the Web at 
www.arrl.org/qex/ or by e-mail to qex@arrl.org.

Any opinions expressed in QEX are those of
the authors, not necessarily those of the Editor or the 
League. While we strive to ensure all material
is technically correct, authors are expected to
defend their own assertions. Products mentioned
are included for your information only; no
endorsement is implied. Readers are cautioned to 
verify the availability of products before sending 
money to vendors.

The American Radio
Relay League

Larry Wolfgang, WR1B

lwolfgang@arrl.org

Empirical Outlook
Happy New Year! Isn’t this an exciting time? Every January we have the opportunity to wipe 

the slate clean, and start over with a fresh outlook. As I write this in early December, I am think-
ing about my personal and professional goals for 2009, and what “resolutions” I might make 
this year. Of course only a few weeks into the new year many of us will have made our New 
Year’s Resolutions, and already hopelessly broken them. I know that my perennial goals to get 
more exercise and lose some weight will be some of the most diffi cult challenges I will face. 
Every year, though, I seem to think that a fresh start will give me the opportunity to make this 
year different. 

I also have some professional goals that I hope will be refl ected in the pages of QEX in the 
coming months. I recently registered to take the ARRL Continuing Education on-line Antenna 
Modeling Course, so that I will better understand some of the issues surrounding antenna model-
ing. Making that public is a bit diffi cult, because now you know I am taking the course, so you will 
expect me to complete it. It is a signifi cant time investment, but one I know will be worthwhile. 

Throughout 2008, we have watched the QEX circulation numbers climb after several years 
of holding steady. Can we continue to grow our circulation? I am sure it will be challenging, but 
we will try. The fi rst challenge will be to produce a magazine that more hams want to read.

The ARRL Headquarters staff works very hard to bring you the technical content that you 
want, and have come to expect from QEX. We will continue to strive to meet your expectations, 
but we will need your help to achieve that goal. We need to hear from you to know what kinds 
of articles you want to read, and of course, we also need you to write those articles! We can’t 
succeed without you. 

For the last few months, we have all struggled with the downturn in the world economy. Will 
people have the money to continue to enjoy their hobbies? From past experience, it seems 
that during diffi cult economic times, Amateur Radio can still thrive. I suspect that part of the 
reason is that people tend to turn to simpler pleasures. Amateur Radio is a pastime that we 
can enjoy just about anywhere. It can help us learn about new technologies (that may just turn 
into a new employment opportunity) and can be enjoyed with little expense. Many of us may 
even turn to building more of our own equipment, both for the simple pleasure of building a 
gadget with our own hands and then enjoying the thrill of using it on the air. QEX will continue 
to bring you many new project ideas.

I am very excited about this issue of QEX. We are introducing a series of articles by past 
QEX Editor Rudy Severns, N6LF, about some antenna experiments he conducted. Rudy plans 
to describe his experiments in each issue throughout 2009. His experimental setup and test 
instrumentation are described here, as well as an experiment that verifi es an interesting pre-
diction from NEC modeling of vertical antennas with shortened ground radials. This issue also 
begins a three-part series by Thomas Alldread, VA7TA, about his NimbleSig III DDS RF signal 
generator, featured on our cover. This versatile project may well fi nd its way into a number of 
other projects and test equipment. Let us know how you use it.

QEX Proofreader and “Out of the Box” contributing editor Ray Mack, W5IFS, introduces a 
column about software defi ned radio. SDR is certainly a hot topic, not only in Amateur Radio 
but in all kinds of communications fi elds. Ray will lead us through some hardware and software 
experiments to help us learn about digital signal processing and other SDR topics. I look for-
ward to reading Ray’s future columns, and hope you will, too!

A couple of months ago, reader Gary Johnson, WB9JPS, wrote with an idea for a new sec-
tion within the pages of QEX. Gary suggested that we include photos of various Amateur 
Radio and electronic projects that our readers have built or are working on. Gary mentioned 
that he has seen such photo pages in Fine Woodworking magazine, and I immediately thought 
about the project photos I’ve seen in a couple of the woodworking magazines to which I 
subscribe. It’s always fun to see what other folks have made, even if there is no way I could 
ever duplicate their efforts. So, I am offering some QEX page space for you to show off your 
handiwork. E-mail your photos to qex@arrl.org, or mail a photo CD to QEX at ARRL 
Headquarters. We can’t promise to print every photo we receive, but we will select some of the 
best offerings for our “Readers’ Page.” You don’t have to send professional quality photos, but 
they should be sharply focused and carefully lighted. Be conscious of your surroundings, and 
try to keep background clutter and other distractions to a minimum. Keep in mind that we will 
be printing your photos in black and white. Photos should show something you have built, and 
can be an original project design or your interpretation of something presented in QEX, QST 
or even a kit, if there is something interesting or unique about your construction. Include a 
sentence or two, up to a short paragraph to describe your project. Show us what you’ve got!
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1Notes appear on page 20.

This article describes the design and con-
struction details for a stable, frequency agile, 
dual output, direct digital synthesizer (DDS) 
based RF signal generator module with a built 
in RF level meter. This module is intended to 
be used as a building block to provide the 
signal source and RF level measurement 
functions for many possible applications 
such as signal generators, swept frequency 
spectrum displays, receivers, transmitters 
and RF modems. It could provide both 
local oscillator signals for a dual conversion 
receiver or a pair of frequency locked signals 
for applications that require a quadrature 
phase offset local oscillator signal pair. The 
signal outputs can be described as frequency 
agile as they can be altered very quickly by 
command without any settling time require-
ment. The output frequencies can be inde-
pendently set with 1 Hz resolution anywhere 
within the 100 kHz to 200 MHz range. The 
fi rmware provides an ASCII command line 
type interface, which enables control directly 
from a PC equipped with suitable serial port 
interface. Any conventional terminal pro-
gram that supports 115,200 Baud (such as 
HyperTerminal) is all that is needed for the 
PC software to establish keyboard control of 
the dual DDS and signal level meter. When 
used as a building block for more complex 
applications control could be provided by 
any dedicated host microcontroller that has a 
UART peripheral capable of 115 KBaud and 
that is programmed to send the necessary 
commands to the NimbleSig module. 

During the past decade and a half I have 
been following the development of DDS 
technology and have designed and built 
about a dozen DDS generators. My first 
DDS generator had a relatively low clock 
rate of 50 MHz, which limited the maximum 
output frequency to about 20 MHz. I built 
it, along with an analog to digital converter 
(ADC), on a wire-wrapped ISA card that 

NimbleSig III
—Part 1

Thomas M. Alldread, VA7TA

7056 Railway Ave, Courtenay, BC V9J 1N4, CANADA; va7ta@telus.net

Build this dual output DDS 
RF generator and low-level RF 

power meter.

fi lled a whole slot in my then state of the art 
486 based PC. I controlled the DDS/ADC 
chips directly from the ISA computer bus 
with an application I dubbed “PanaBand,” 
which was written in the PASCAL language. 
Figure 1 is an example of the PanaBand full 
screen, VGA, color graphics display (con-
sidered high resolution in the early 1990s) 
that shows the IF output frequency spec-
trum from my HF transceiver. In addition to 
the frequency spectrum display PanaBand 
also provided GUI style mouse and point 
and click control of my transceiver via the 
serial port interface. The ability to view the 
frequency and strength of all the signals on 
the selected HF band with digital display 
accuracy and to also be able to tune to any 
one of them with just a “click of the mouse” 
seemed pretty wonderful in the early 1990s. 
Although my old PanaBand project will not 
be described here it is an example of what can 
be done with DDS technology when placed 
under computer control. The seemingly 
open-ended realm of possible applications 
associated with computer controlled DDS 
signal sources hooked me on further experi-
mentation with this technology.

My fi rst version of this series of DDS 
signal source designs only provided a single 
output up to 160 MHz. It also provided AM/
FM modes and had a built in RF level meter. 
It used a 32 bit, 50 MHz ARM microcon-
troller with 64 KB of program memory 
space. To my very pleasant surprise, that 

project won second place in the Luminary 
Micro Inc sponsored “Design Stellaris 2006” 
international design competition, which was 
hosted by Circuit Cellar Magazine.1 

NimbleSig III (NS3), described here, is 
my most recent DDS module design. It is 
relatively enhanced in that it provides two 
independent RF signal outputs with 1 Hz fre-
quency step resolution up to 200 MHz. Either 
generator output can be AM/FM modulated 
at specifi ed modulation indexes at rates from 
1 Hz to 20 kHz. Alternately each RF gen-
erator can be simultaneously set to the same 
frequency to provide a pair of signals with 
accurate relative phase offsets. These offsets 
can be changed in very fi ne steps across the 
full 360° range. The built in RF power meter 
can measure levels with typical 1 dB accu-
racy from –50 to +10 dBm from just above 
the audio spectrum to about 500 MHz.

NS3 uses a relatively recent DDS chip 
from Analog Devices Incorporated (ADI), 
which is clocked at 500 MHz. The 50 MHz, 
ARM7 NXP (formally Philips) controller 
used here has 512 KB of program memory 
space. This large instruction code space pro-
vides room for many enhancements to the 
fi rmware as only about 20% of the program 
memory space is currently used. Also new 
in this version is a 64 KB EEPROM, which 
is provided for non-volatile (NV) storage of 
internal initialization and calibration data. A 

a@telus.net
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Figure 1 — A Kenwood TS-850S transceiver IF spectrum display, based on early 1990s DDS technology.

Figure 2 — The NimbleSig III block diagram illustrates the main sections of the circuit.
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16 KB block of this NV memory space is 
allocated for storing external host controller 
application data such as initialization values 
and frequency channel information.

As shown in the lead photo, modern 
surface mount technology makes it pos-
sible to fi t all the functionality and power of 
NimbleSig III into a very small (2 × 3 × 0.5 
inch) package.

Hardware

Block and Level Diagram 
As shown in the Figure 2 block diagram, 

the reference clock for the MPU is provided 
by the internal 25 MHz, FOX 924, temper-
ature-controlled crystal oscillator (TCXO) 
IC, which by optional default also provides 
the reference clock for the DDS. Both the 
DDS and MPU have internal phase lock 
loops that are programmed to multiply the 
clock reference input to the actual internal 
clock frequency, which, as mentioned in the 
introduction, is 50 MHz for the MPU and 
500 MHz for the DDS.

At room temperature the TCXO pro-
vides good enough frequency stability for 
many DDS applications. Using my relatively 
stable oven-controlled crystal oscillator 
(OCXO) referenced frequency counter, I 
have observed a day-to-day variation of less 
than 10 Hz when operating continuously at 
100 MHz within a room-temperature con-
trolled environment. 

Although the TCXO provides quite a 
respectable degree of stability it may not 
be suffi ciently stable for applications that 
are critically frequency dependent or where 
the DDS cannot be left powered up for a 
long enough lead time to stabilize. Also, the 
DDS internal PLL, which in the case of the 
TCXO operation is set to multiply the refer-
ence clock frequency by 20, has the disad-
vantage of signifi cantly increasing the phase 
noise. The DDS data sheet indicates a phase 
noise improvement of about 20 dB can be 
obtained by driving the clock input directly 
with a 500 MHz, low phase noise reference 
signal. Although I believe the TCXO/PLL 
combination is more than adequate for most 
applications much better phase noise perfor-
mance should be possible if an external, low 
sideband noise, high overtone crystal oscilla-
tor (such as the Butler type) is used to drive a 
suitable multiplier to obtain a relatively quiet 
500 MHz, 1 mW clock source. 

As shown in the upper left of Figure 2, 
an external clock signal may be optionally 
injected for the DDS frequency reference. 
The maximum drive amplitude is 1.4 V p-p 
into a 50  load, which, considering a sine 
wave source, works out to about 5 mW or 
+7 dBm. The DDS specifi cation states the 
injection level should be in the range of –5 

to +3 dBm (2 mW). The external input is 
directly terminated in 50  and the clock is 
subsequently capacitive coupled to the DDS 
input, which fl oats on an internally generated 
dc bias.

The ADI AD9958 IC has a pair of internal 
DDS engines, which use the clock signal as a 
reference to generate sine wave output signals 
on frequencies specifi ed by data stored in the 
associated internal registers. The AD9958 is 
described in detail within the manufacturer’s 
data sheet.2 A great deal of information on 
the theory of DDS signal generation, includ-
ing an Amateur Radio related project (AN-
557) can be found within Analog Devices’ 
library of DDS application notes.3 

The DDS receives data and control sig-
nals from the MPU. The register data for 
setting the operating mode, frequency, phase 
and amplitude is sent serially via a high 
speed, 25 Mb/S, serial peripheral interface 
(SPI) bus. There are 3 control registers con-
taining, in total, 6 bytes of data common to 
both DDS engines. In addition data is stored 
for each individual engine by 21 dedicated 
registers containing 82 bytes of channel 
specifi c information that includes frequency, 
amplitude and relative phase offset values. 
The SPI bus consists of four lines, namely 
“master input/slave output”(MISO) data, 
“master output/slave input”(MOSI) data, 
“serial clock”(SCLK) and “slave select”(SS). 
The MPU acts as the master and the DDS 
the slave. Details of the general operation of 
the SPI bus can be found on the Internet (see 
Note 4) and more specifi c information on the 
SPI format used for this application can be 
found within the DDS data sheet (see Note 
2) and the MPU users manual.4, 5

There are nine additional control lines 
connecting the DDS and MPU that have 
various functions including chip select, 
DDS reset, DDS power control, register data 
update strobe and modulation step selection.

The two RF outputs from the DDS, which 
contain both the desired output signals and 
the undesired images, are fed into seven 
pole, elliptic design type, low pass fi lters that 
strip off the images and any other out of band 
signals. These image regions, which extend 
from 300 MHz to 750 MHz and beyond, 
are attenuated by a minimum of 50 dB by 
the fi lters. 

The RF output levels are set to –10 dBm 
with frequency dependent amplitude calibra-
tion data that is stored within the EEPROM 
by the calibration subroutines. This data is 
sent to the DDS by the MPU each time a 
new frequency command is implemented. 
The output levels may be reduced by com-
mand in 0.1 dB steps to –20 dBm. It is also 
possible to bypass the calibration and oper-
ate at unleveled, full output, which is about 
–4 dBm mid spectrum.

The RF level detector is designed around 
the popular, broadband AD8307 logarithmic 
response power detector IC from ADI. It has 
a bandwidth specifi cation of dc to 500 MHz. 
The variable dc output from the detector is 
connected to one of the 10 bit analog-to-
digital converter inputs of the MPU.

The RF detector IC has a significant 
response roll off between HF and UHF. 
Calibration data to compensate for this fre-
quency roll off along with correction data for 
the device dependent logarithmic response 
variations is stored within the EEPROM dur-
ing calibration. If the approximate frequency 
(specifi ed in units of MHz) is supplied with 
the power measurement command, the 
level reading is adjusted for the frequency 
specified. Also during calibration, data 
from a curve fi tting algorithm that matches 
the dynamic range response of the specifi c 
logarithmic detector IC is also saved in 
EEPROM. 

As shown in the block diagram the 
EEPROM data is conveyed to and from the 
MPU via an Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C – 
for “I squared C”) bus. Details on the general 
operation of the I2C bus can also be found 
on the Internet.6 More specifi c information 
on the protocol for this application can be 
found in Microchip’s 24LC512 EEPROM 
data sheet.7 

A UART peripheral within the MPU pro-
vides the 115,200 Baud, ASCII serial data 
communications link to the outside world. 
The data on the receive data (RXD) and 
transmit data (TXD) lines is in the positive 
3.3 V, unipolar format typically found on 
3.3 V microcontroller I/O pins. This simple 
logic level interface was selected as it offers 
both direct compatibility to a host controller 
microprocessor as well as indirect compat-
ibility to either USB or legacy RS-232 serial 
port PC interfaces. Although this interface 
requires either an RS-232C level conversion 
or USB protocol conversion device to inter-
face to a standard personal computer it was 
chosen as it provides the most universal fi t 
for all perceived applications. The RXD and 
TXD MPU pins are protected from induced 
transients or other abnormal line conditions 
with 1K resistors.

Two LEDs are provided to indicate status 
of the MPU. A red LED, designated RST, 
illuminates when the MPU reset line is pulled 
low to force the MPU to the reset state. A 
green LED, designated HEART, fl ashes at 
72 PPM to indicate the fi rmware is execut-
ing. These indicators are not important to the 
normal operation of the module but can save 
a lot of time during programming, trouble- 
shooting and debugging by indicating rather 
vague operational status “at a glance”.

Six additional I/O lines make up the 
“Joint Test Action Group” (JTAG) bus, 
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which is used for programming and debug-
ging the software. These lines terminate on a 
SIP connector that provides connection to the 
software development system for program-
ming and debugging.

The LPC2138 MPU used here is a vari-
ant of ARM Incorporated’s ARM7 family 
manufactured by NXP (previously Philips) 
Semiconductors. The ARM 7 family of 32 
bit MPUs are relatively powerful processors 
in comparison to the 8 bit microcontrollers 
more commonly seen in amateur radio 
projects. The ARM 7 is clocked roughly 10 
times faster, processes 4 bytes at a time and 
in this case has more than 10 times the pro-
gram memory space normally found in 8 bit 
MPU chips. One of the primary reasons for 
the use of an ARM processor is that it is well 
supported by software development tools 
that provide 64-bit arithmetic to calculate 
the DDS 32-bit frequency tuning words on 
the fl y, which for this application, eliminates 
rounding error. 

The extra MPU power and memory space 
also provides the foundation for a plain text, 
command line style, man/machine interface. 
There is an abundance of storage room for 
help pages, register dump tables and calibra-
tion routines. The fi rmware has commands 
that provide the user full access to read or 
write to any of the DDS registers. The user is 
also given the power to change the DDS ini-
tialization values without the need to repro-
gram the MPU (The user may revert back to 
the original default parameters for recovery 
if needed). 

A very important consideration for the 
use of the LPC2138 MPU is that there are 
good quality and affordable integrated devel-
opment environment (IDE) software tools 
available to write and maintain the software 
for this family of ARM processors. Rowely 
Associates’ Crossworks for ARM, which 
uses the well proven GNU GCC C com-
piler, was used to develop the NS3 fi rmware. 
Rowely Associates offer a non-commercial, 
hobbyist/student level license for this fully 
functional (not crippled or limited), profes-
sional quality, well supported IDE package 
at a much reduced price that is within reach 
of most serious radio amateur equipment 
builders.8 

Considering all the advantages of the 
ARM processor the additional cost of just a 
few dollars over a more common 8 bit pro-
cessor chip seems, in the author’s opinion, 
well justifi ed.

The two, dual output voltage power 
regulators shown in Figure 2 play a very 
important role in this design. Experience 
has proven that noise on the power rails is a 
major problem for DDS generators. If digital 
noise gets superimposed on the analog volt-
age bus to the DDS, noise sidebands of sig-

nifi cant level can appear across the spectrum. 
Also any noise on the TCXO power causes 
FM sidebands to appear. The most effective 
means for obtaining clean power for a DDS 
generator is by isolating the analog/digital 
buses from each other with dedicated volt-
age regulators. Fortunately, semiconductor 
manufacturers have introduced low cost, dual 
output voltage regulators in small packages 
that serve this need nicely. Separate voltage 
supply rails with dedicated regulators are 
provided here for the 3.3 V digital devices, 
3.3 V TCXO supply, 1.8 V DDS digital sup-
ply and 1.8 V DDS analog supply. Power for 
the regulators is supplied from an external, 
regulated +5 V dc supply. The +5 V source 
passes through a low forward voltage drop, 
reverse polarity protection diode prior to dis-
tribution to the regulator inputs.

Circuit Description
The fi rst schematic sheet shown in Figure 

3 shows the details of the AD9958 DDS and 
analog power regulator circuitry. 

The various ground and power bus des-
ignators are shown at the lower left of the 
page. As shown there are four separate 
ground planes, namely, analog ground, 
digital ground, fi lter 0 ground and fi lter 1 
ground. These ground planes are isolated 
from each other by PC board design. This 
design approach helps prevent the coupling 
of digital noise into the analog circuitry and 
crosstalk between the generator outputs that 
could otherwise be caused by noise voltage 
gradients on a relatively simplistic, single 
ground plane. 

The +5 V dc power input (center – left) is 
fi rst routed through a Schottky diode that pro-
vides reverse polarity protection with only 
about a 0.4 V forward voltage drop. The diode 
output of 4.7 V supplies the RF Detector and 
the regulator inputs. The LP2966 dual out-
put voltage regulators are of the ultra low 
voltage drop-out type. With the provided
1.3 V headroom, these devices have suffi -
cient control margin to provide well regulated
3.3 V outputs.

The 4.7 V power bus is bypassed with 
a 0.1 F bypass capacitor (C27) to guard 
against possible RF noise superimposed on 
the 5 V power source. The power passes 
through a 1  resistor (R5) that provides 
a small amount of low frequency isolation 
between the analog and digital grounds. This 
resistor also provides a convenient point to 
check the analog regulator input current. 
The load side of R5 feeds an RF bead that 
provides an impedance to RF current fl ow 
between the analog and digital grounds. C30, 
a tantalum input fi lter capacitor, provides a 
low impedance bypass of the analog regu-
lator IC input to analog ground. As shown, 
the 1.8 V and 3.3 V regulator outputs are 

bypassed by two additional tantalum elec-
trolytic capacitors (C31, C32). As the 3.3 V 
output only powers the TCXO, it operates 
with a light load of approximately 5 mA. In 
contrast the 1.8 V output feeds the DDS ana-
log bus, which is a relatively heavy load of 
around 100 mA.

The functions of the common components 
connected to the AD9958 DDS are described 
in Table 3, “Pin confi guration and Function 
Descriptions” within the device datasheet 
given at the reference of Note 2. The 16 con-
nections between the DDS and the MPU
are shown entering a bus that reappears on 
sheet 2. Balanced lines on the PC board 
connect the push-pull RF outputs from the 
DDS to the associated transformer-coupled 
low pass fi lters. These balanced lines help 
prevent crosstalk between generator outputs. 
The transformer coupling isolates the fi lter 
grounds and provides efficient push-pull 
coupling of RF from the DDS outputs to 
the fi lter inputs. Power for the DDS DAC 
outputs is injected into the primary center 
taps of the transformers. Resistors R1, R2, 
R3 and R4 moderate the out of band imped-
ance extremes presented to the DDS outputs, 
which if not moderated would cause exces-
sive intermodulation distortion from image 
products. Capacitors C9 and C10 are RF 
bypasses for the center tap power injection 
points. A detailed description of the low pass 
fi lter design is given below.

Figure 4 is the schematic for the MPU, 
TCXO, EEPROM, digital power regulator 
and RF detector circuitry. The 3.3 V and 
1.8 V digital power is supplied from the dual 
digital power regulator U4. R9 provides a 
small amount of power decoupling from the 
4.7 V bus and also provides a convenient test 
point for measurement of the input current to 
the regulator. Tantalum electrolytic capaci-
tors C42, C43 and C44 ensure regulator sta-
bility. The 1.8 V output load is 60 to 80 mA. 
The 3.3 V output load that supplies the MPU, 
EEPROM and RF level detector is estimated 
to be less than 50 mA. 

As shown in the upper left of the diagram 
3.3 V digital power is injected into pins 23, 
43, 49 and 51 of the MPU. RFB2 and C41 
provide decoupled injection of this power to 
the analog ADC reference voltage pin 7. 

R10 and R11 are current limiting resistors 
for the indicator LEDs. R15, 18, 19, 22, 23, 
24, 26, 25 and R18, 19, 20 are logic pull-up 
and pull-down resistors respectively. 

C51 couples the 3.3 V p-p, 25 MHz 
square wave reference clock from the TCXO 
output to the XTAL1 clock injection pin of 
the MPU. R16 and 17 form a voltage divider 
to drop the amplitude to 1.4 V p-p for injec-
tion into the DDS. Note that if the external 
reference clock option is desired, R16 is 
omitted and R17 is changed to 51  for 
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terminating the external clock signal source. 
The external signal connection point is the 
high end of R17.

R12 and R13 form a voltage divider to 
drop the 3.3 V logic level output from the 
MPU GPIO P30.0 pin to match the 1.8 V 
logic level of the DDS clock mode select 
input.

The TXD and RXD pads provide con-
nection points for the ASCII data communi-
cations connection to the host computer. R7 
and 8 protect the MPU RXD, TXD internal 
interface circuitry from direct exposure to 
outside connection, extraneous voltages and/
or shorts to ground.

The power to the 64KByte EEPROM, 
U3 is bypassed by C40. The power to the RF 
level detector U5 is decoupled by ferrite bead 
RFB3 and bypassed with tantalum capacitor 
C46. C48 bypasses the RF from the detector 
output, yet provides a fast enough response 
time to measure audio modulation envelope 
peaks. C47 and 49 couple the input RF to 
the detector from the 51  input termina-
tion R14.

The JTAG programming/debugging 
interface connector consists of a 10 pin, 
0.010 inch pitch,  machined quality, gold-
plated SIP socket connector strip. This was 
selected as a commonly available, space 
effi cient, low profi le alternative to the usual 
20 pin header used for ARM JTAG interfac-
ing for which there was insuffi cient mount-
ing space. A simple adapter board has been 
designed to convert to the 20 pin standard. 
The operation of the JTAG interface is com-
plex and black magic to the author. There 
is much JTAG information available on the 
web but as I have found the JTAG operation 
to be transparent I decided there would be lit-
tle practical benefi t for me to learn the details 
of the operation of this complex interface. I 
can say it works wonderfully well!

Elliptic Low Pass Filters
Figures 5 and 6 show the schematic and 

simulated response of the 200 MHz LPF. 
The parallel resonant circuit traps comprised 
of L1/C3 [L6/C8], L2/C4 [L5/C7] and L3/
C5 [L4/C6] provide rejection nulls in the stop 
band at 300, 250 and 500 MHz respectively. 
The 250 MHz notch was chosen to establish 
the corner of the stop band at the half clock 
frequency. The 300 MHz null provides the 
needed attenuation for the “500 MHz clock 
minus output frequency” lower sideband 
image that is present when the DDS is used 
to generate frequencies close to 200 MHz. 
Image signals would otherwise appear as 
spurious outputs. As described within ADI’s 
application note AN-939, the level of the 
image sidebands will taper off towards the 
500 MHz clock frequency.9 The combination 
of the Nyquist level tapering effect and rejec-

tion of the fi lters for all intents and purposes 
eliminate the image signals. 

The Elliptic LPF design, which is based 
on ADI’s application note AN-837, was 
designed using two freeware software pack-
ages.10 Tonne Software’s SVC Filter Designer 
was used to do the preliminary design and 
Linear Technology’s LTCSpice program was 
used to analyze the design.11, 12 This design 
uses parallel pairs of capacitors for the shunt 
capacitance elements to help ensure a low 
RF impedance connection to the associated 
LPF ground plane at UHF. All the frequency 
determining components are SMD package-
size category 0402. With measurements of 
only 0.4 mm × 0.2 mm, these components 
are indeed quite small! 

The roll off of the fi lter frequency response 
in conjunction with the roll off of output level 
from the DAC at the upper end of the fi rst 
Nyquist zone limits the leveled –10 dBm 
output amplitude maximum frequency to 
approximately 195 MHz. (See Note 9.) At 

200 MHz the maximum output level drops to 
about –12 dBm. Possibly the 200 MHz fi lter 
loss could be reduced slightly with higher 
Q inductors and/or shifting the LPF cutoff 
frequency slightly higher. At the time of this 
writing, I plan to re-design the LPF corner 
frequency to around 230 MHz with the fi rst 
notch at 300 MHz instead of 250 MHz. The 
need for establishing deep attenuation at 
250 MHz is questionable considering the 
lowest-frequency, full-level image prod-
uct would be at 300 MHz. This re-design 
may slightly reduce the attenuation in the 
195-200 MHz region. If I fi nd the modifi -
cation provides a worthwhile performance 
improvement I will post the design details on 
my Web page.13

Assembly Description
Figure 7 is a close up view of the com-

ponent side of the fully populated PCB 
mounted into the chassis. The largest chip, 

Figure 5 — Elliptic low pass fi lter schematic with parts list.

Figure 6 — Simulated LPF frequency response.
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mounted left of center, is the LPC2138 MPU. 
The next largest chip in the upper center is the 
AD9958 DDS. The small chip in the metal 
case located above the MPU is the TCXO. 
The AD8307 RF power detector is mounted 
right of center at the bottom close to the RF 
input connector. To the right of the detector is 
the input protection diode, D1. The 24LV512 
EEPROM is the chip above D1. The two 
remaining small ICs are the LP2966 dual 
output voltage regulators. The red LED reset 
indicator is above the top left corner of the 
MPU and the green LED heart beat indicator 
is below the opposite corner. 

The JTAG connector is to the left of 
the MPU. Although the silkscreen labeling 
seems to indicate otherwise please note that 
pin 1 is actually at the top of the connector 
just below the “JTAG” silkscreen label. The 
PCB silkscreen labeling on this fi rst manu-

facturing run of PC boards is disrupted by 
the vias, which are not covered by silkscreen. 
The vias were intentionally left uncovered 
to provide connection points for testing the 
prototype. The labeling should be easier to 
read in the future, if I have another batch of 
boards made with the vias covered with the 
silkscreen. 

The frequency determining components 
for the two low pass fi lters are located along 
the opposite ends of the PCB between the RF 
transformers (white blocks) and the output 
connectors (shown with RF cables attached). 
The three, tightly spaced, central SMB 
connectors, left-to-right, provide the TXD, 
RXD and RF IN (level meter input) external 
connections. The power input is bypassed 
and anchored to a ground lug under the RF 
input connector. The power passes through 
the chassis via an RF bead that serves as a 

feed through insulator and provides some 
RF isolation. A boot formed from hot glue 
provides insulation for the power connec-
tions and strain relief for the cable. Although 
the glue is rather messy, it has proven effec-
tive for protecting these connections and the 
power cable.

With the exception of the JTAG connector 
all components are of the surface mount type. 
As mentioned above 0402 size components 
are used for the fi lters. With a few exceptions 
the rest of the ceramic capacitors and resis-
tors are the larger 0603 size. 

The components shown were hand 
soldered under an 8X power binocular 
microscope using a fi ne tip, 290°C, temper-
ature-controlled pencil soldering iron with 
0.015 inch (28 AWG) Kester 63/37 RA core 
solder. Any excess solder was sopped up with 
the 0.025 inch desoldering braid. For the fi rst 

Figure 7 — This photo shows the component side of the populated NimbleSig III circuit board. 
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step before installing any components I used 
a fl ux pen manufactured by Kester to coat all 
the PCB connections with fl ux. I also used 
the fl ux pen to coat the contacts on the pinless 
DDS chip, which made soldering this pack-
age much easier.

I wish to mention that until I was intro-
duced to surface mount construction tech-
niques about 5 years ago I avoided projects 
based on surface mount devices. Now hav-
ing experience with surface mount design 
and construction I avoid the use of leaded, 
through hole components where possible. 
The ability to construct with surface mount 
devices has opened up many project horizons 
for me. I would also like to mention, how-

ever, that this project would be a poor choice 
for one’s fi rst attempt at surface mount con-
struction. Some of the components used here 
are very small and others have fi ne pin spac-
ing. This project is intended for those with a 
reasonably good collection of surface mount 
construction tools and the acquired skill set to 
use them profi ciently.

My preferred sequence for manually sol-
dering components to a board is to build and 
test the regulated power supplies fi rst. I then 
install the the passive components whilst 
routinely checking with my trusty, continuity 
buzzer equipped Ohmmeter for power bus 
shorts as I go along. Finally I mount the sig-
nal ICs leaving the relatively precious DDS 

chip for the last. I check for any grounded 
power supply buses after installing each IC. 
Using this method one can usually fi nd the 
cause of an accidental power bus short fairly 
quickly. Since typical power buses have wide 
distribution trouble shooting a shorted bus 
after all the components are installed can 
be very diffi cult due to the maze of shorted 
connection point possibilities. I also usually 
take the time to check for adjacent pin shorts 
with my Ohmmeter before applying power. 
The use of a low test voltage Ohmmeter with 
a continuity buzzer that provides the ability 
to test for adjacent pin shorts without taking 
your eyes away from the fi nely spaced leads 
is a big asset for this job. To avoid false posi-

Figure 8 — The component side of the circuit board is shown in Part A. Part B shows the bottom of the circuit board.
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tives from device internal protection diodes, 
it is important that the test voltage, imposed 
by the continuity meter probes, is well below 
0.5 V. Fortunately the continuity buzzer fea-
ture provided in most modern day digital 
multimeters meet this requirement.

The PCB is a relatively simple double- 
sided board compared to the relatively expen-
sive four-layer board type usually specifi ed 
for DDS applications. The four-layer boards 
more readily provide low RF impedance 
ground planes. The two-layer board used 
here provides the requisite low impedance 
analog ground via a large ground post, which 
connects the analog ground pad of the DDS 
chip direct to the chassis. Additionally, there 
are four isolated ground planes provided by 
the artwork design, which are bonded at the 
chassis connector apron. This design sig-
nifi cantly reduces the coupling of noise and 
crosstalk between circuit sections.

Figure 8A shows the component side 
of the PCB artwork. The large, 0.125 inch 
diameter plated through hole in the center 
of the DDS footprint provides access from 

Figure 9 — Grounding braid bonds the circuit board grounds to the coaxial SMB connectors.

underneath for soldering the analog ground 
center pad of the DDS chip. This facilitates 
the installation of the DDS chip using a con-
ventional soldering iron. The author has had 
a 100% success rate using an inexpensive 
soldering iron with a blunt, 0.100 inch diam-
eter tip that has been fi led fl at. The solder-
ing iron is adjusted to 280°C with a Variac 
transformer. A small coil of solder is inserted 
in the hole and the soldering iron tip inserted 
into the hole, branding iron style, for 5 sec-
onds or less. This does a good job of solder-
ing the DDS pad to analog ground and also 
provides a good contact area for the analog 
ground post.

The balanced lines that couple the push 
pull outputs from the DDS to the respective 
low pass fi lter input transformers can be seen 
along the top edge of the PCB. As mentioned 
above, the maximum separation of the fi lters 
along with the balanced lines helps provide 
good isolation between the generator out-
puts. The exposure to the coupling of stray 
RF noise into the RF level meter input from 
the rest of the circuitry is minimized by the 

placement of the “RF_IN” pad right beside 
the detector chip input pin.

Figure 8B shows the bottom side of the 
PCB artwork, which shows the four distinct 
ground planes. The analog ground post con-
nection to the ground pad of the DDS is the 
large plated through hole under the DDS 
chip. Analog ground wings extend under 
the balanced lines to the underside of the 
LPF transformer primary connections. The 
analog ground also extends below the DDS 
under the analog power regulator to the large 
analog ground pad near the center bottom 
of the photo. The two fi lter grounds extend 
from underneath the connections to the 
transformer secondaries to the corresponding 
fi lter ground pads near the bottom corners of 
the board. The digital ground extends from 
the left side of the DDS down to the very bot-
tom and across to the RF detector, EEPROM, 
digital voltage regulator and JTAG connector 
areas. The digital and analog grounds are 
connected together with a zero Ohm resis-
tor located near the RF detector. The ground 
pads are ultimately bonded by soldering to 
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Figure 10 — Part A shows the analog ground post. Part B shows the tapped hole for the analog ground post.
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the outer conductor threads of the coaxial 
connectors.

The board is mounted to the chassis by 
soldering the component side pads to the 
respective connector center pins and by 
bonding the ground pads on the bottom side 
of the board with braid to the connector 
threads as shown in Figure 9. A large solder-
ing iron with lots of thermal mass is needed 
for soldering to the threads. Do not use a 
soldering gun for this job as the magnetic 
fi eld from the tip may induce destructive cur-
rents into the semiconductor circuitry. The 
back of the board rests on the analog ground 
post shown in Figure 10. The tip of the brass 
screw is covered with a blob of solder to 
provide a soft contact surface with good gal-
vanic compatibility. The chassis cover shown 
in Figure 11 has a bumper made up from 
commonly available, self-adhesive rubber 
feet. This somewhat resilient bumper presses 
against the top of the DDS chip holding it 
fi rmly against the ground post.

The reason for providing the ground post 
is to lower the RF impedance of the analog 
ground by providing a low Z path via the rel-
atively large chassis surface area to the bond-
ing point for the multiple grounds at the RF 
connectors. The PCB analog ground plane 
copper area would by itself provide suffi cient 
heat sinking for the DDS chip without the 
presence of the ground post. As the AD9958 
runs with a relatively low, 1.8 V core voltage, 
this chip does not dissipate nearly as much 
power as some of the earlier DDS devices 
that required better cooling. Thus depending 
on the mechanical design of the enclosure a 
chassis ground connection alternative to the 
ground post such as a short length of fl exible 
grounding braid or other low RF impedance 
path to the chassis could be used. Use caution 
if soldering to the ground post pad, because it 
would be quite easy to overheat and possibly 

destory the DDS chip, which is thermally 
coupled to the pad.

The square corners of the PCB, which are 
intended to be trimmed off to fi t the surplus 
die cast aluminum chassis used here, can be 
used with standoffs to provide an alternative 
mounting method. As shown in Figure 12, 
photos A and B, there is just enough room 
to drill 3/32 inch holes for 2-56 machine 
screw hardware. Note that the holes need 
to be drilled with a degree of precision and 
although not shown here the use of nylon 
screws and insulating washers is necessary 
to ensure the board ground planes remain 
electrically isolated from the chassis.

The PCB artwork shown here is the fi rst 
revision, in which the majority of the fi rst 
run problems were corrected. For this revi-
sion of the board, however, there remains 
the need for two, easy-to-install jumpers and 
if desired, a test point to simplify entry into 
the internal system programming mode. The 
errata details are available on my Web site. 
(See Note 13.) If there is suffi cient interest 
these items will be corrected for the next 
manufacturing run of boards.

Performance Test Results

Frequency Spectrum Purity
Obtaining a clean spectrum from a DDS 

generator is somewhat of a design chal-
lenge and thus is also rewarding to achieve. 
Spectrum purity tests are consequently high 
on the priorities list for proof of performance. 
Since both the DDS and MPU chips are digi-
tal devices, if all is not well with the circuit 
design and layout, the spectrum can become 
polluted with unwanted spurs at signifi cant 
levels. As illustrated by the array of spec-
trum analyzer photos in Figure 13, the signal 
from NimbleSig III is very clean. In order to 
display the full 200 MHz spectrum with the 

noise fl oor suffi ciently low to reveal the spurs 
my legacy spectrum analyzer was pushed to 
its limits. It was necessary to increase the 
sweep duration to 100 seconds for most of 
the tests. The adjustment of the baseline clip-
per was quite critical and a good compromise 
between the high intensity needed to clearly 
paint the narrow spurs, prevention of vari-
able persistence storage blooming, viewing 
of the noise fl oor while retaining readability 
of the text fonts proved to be tedious. Please 
note that the center frequency readout text 
fi eld data of 0000 MHz, which appears in 
all of the Figure 13 photos, is caused by a 
malfunction in the logic circuitry within my 
spectrum analyzer. This is just a problem 
with the readout circuitry, which fortunately 
does not affect the fundamental performance 
of the analyzer. I hope to someday obtain 
the triple connector card extender I need to 
troubleshoot this logic circuit.

The photos across row 1 show the full 
200 MHz spectrum with output frequencies, 
from left to right, of 10, 20, 40 and 50 MHz. 
As shown, most spurs are greater than 60 dB 
down from the carrier. Note that the 50 MHz 
example has the highest spur of the group at 
100 MHz. As this spur drops down with just 
a slight shift of carrier frequency, I wonder if 
this spur is made worse when the output car-
rier is a direct sub multiple of the reference 
clock frequency.

The row 2 photos are also full 200 MHz 
spectrum sweeps. Photos A2 and B2 
both show the carrier frequency set to 
103.333 MHz, but the reference clock source 
differs. In photo A2 the DDS was running 
with the PLL set to 20:1 multiplication using 
the internal 25 MHz TCXO as the refer-
ence. In photo B2 the PLL was disabled with 
the DDS locked to an external, 500 MHz 
injected reference. Clearly, as one would 
expect, the spectrum is cleaner with the DDS 

Figure 11 — This is the DDS chip compression bumper, as described in the text. 
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Figure 12 — Part A shows the no. 2-56 machine screws for mounting the circuit board. Part B shows the no. 2-56 tapped mounting standoffs. 
— Note: use nylon standoffs to preserve the grounding design.
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PLL disabled. Photos C2 and C3 are a similar 
comparison with the output set to 146 MHz.

The photos in row 3 are relatively nar-
row, higher resolution displays intended 
to show modulation and phase noise. The 
DDS output carrier frequency was set to 
103.333 MHz. From left to right the spans 
are 5 kHz, 10 kHz, 20 kHz and 200 kHz with 
resolution bandwidths of 30 Hz, 300 Hz, 
300 Hz and 3 kHz respectively. Thanks 
mainly to the grounding scheme and the use 
of multiple power regulators these photos 
illustrate that the DDS signal is free of any 
signifi cant periodic noise modulation, which 
would otherwise appear as symmetrical side-
bands. 

The lower, straight baseline in photo C3 
illustrates the spectrum analyzer noise fl oor 
with the input disconnected. This test was 
a somewhat inconclusive attempt to illus-
trate the phase noise whilst running from an 
external 500 MHz reference. The external 
500 MHz reference source was provided by 
a signal generator based on a PLL synthe-
sizer as opposed to a low phase noise source, 
which would have been a better choice. The 
contribution to the phase noise from the sig-
nal generator to the measurement done here 
was not determined. I hope to pursue the 
phase noise testing using a known low noise 
500 MHz signal source for the reference and 
a fi lter to prevent analyzer overload in the 
future. I think it is fair to say that the noise 
performance of this DDS design looks good 
enough to justify pursuing a wider dynamic 
range measurement.

Modulation
Both AM and FM, variable rate, sinusoi-

dal audio modulation modes are provided 
within NimbleSig III. Either RF output may 
be modulated but simultaneous modula-
tion of both outputs is not supported. The 
modulation rate can be varied from 1 Hz to 
20 kHz. The amplitude modulation depth can 
be varied from 1% to 99%. The power-on-
reset defaults are set at 400 Hz and 30%. The 
FM deviation can be set in 1 Hz steps from 
10 Hz to 100 kHz, with defaults set at a rate 
of 400 Hz with 3 kHz deviation. In the case 
of the AM mode, the RF output amplitude is 
dropped by 6 dB to provide headroom for the 

modulation envelope peaks. Thus, during the 
AM mode, the calibrated average RF output 
level from the generator drops from –10 to 
–16 dBm.

The modulation process increments and 
decrements the amplitude or frequency in dis-
crete, sinusoidally defi ned steps that simulate 
a pure sine wave modulation tone. The step 
defi nitions, either amplitude or frequency, 
are calculated in advance after the user enters 
the desired modulation frequency, along with 
either the amplitude modulation percentage 
or frequency modulation deviation values. 
For modulation frequencies below 1.5 kHz 
the step defi nition data is stored within the 
MPU RAM. The MPU sends this data on 
a repetitive basis to the DDS, step-by-step, 
during modulation to shift either the DDS 
output amplitude or frequency depending 
on the mode. For higher modulation rates 
(above 1.5 kHz) the pre-calculated step data 
is stored in advance within internal DDS reg-
isters (called profi le registers). The internal 
modulation capability of the DDS is then 
used under the control of the MPU to impose 
the higher rate RF carrier modulation. 

The modulation scheme used provides 
finer resolution as the modulation rate 
decreases. The number of steps used for 
modulation frequencies below 1.5 kHz is 
limited by the total time it takes to send the 
data for defi ning the next step to the DDS 
plus the execution time of the modulation 
interrupt service routine (ISR). Table 1 illus-
trates how the audio spectrum is broken up 
into seven segments, in which the number of 
steps per cycle varies from 180 down to 30 as 
the modulation frequency is increased. 

For modulation frequencies of 1.5 kHz 
and lower a timer interrupt that is assigned 
a high priority in the MPU vector interrupt 
controller (VIC) is used to update the DDS 
registers with new step defi nition data. This 
data is sent just prior to each modulation 
step via the high speed (25 Mb/s) SPI inter-
face. As previously mentioned modulation 
frequencies above 1.5 kHz use the internal 
modulation mode of the AD9958 DDS. 
This mode, which is limited to a maximum 
30 steps per cycle resolution, offers a higher 
modulation rate capability as the data for 
each step is preloaded into internal DDS reg-

isters. This eliminates the need for sending 
defi nition data for each step on a real time 
basis when the modulation is running. The 
steps are selected via the dedicated, parallel-
address-style profi le register selection bus, 
which the MPU can update with just a single 
general-purpose IO operation. The fast inter-
rupt (FIQ) mode of the LPC2138 MPU 
along with a short (13 machine instructions), 
assembler code interrupt service routine 
(ISR) work together when triggered by the 
modulation rate timer to update the profi le 
register selection address. The MPU achieves 
very fast speed in FIQ mode by marching in 
and out of the very short ISR with minimal 
overhead. The minimal overhead is facili-
tated by dedicated FIQ mode registers pro-
vided within the MPU, which eliminate the 
traditional need for doing push/pops to/from 
the stack during entry/exit to/from an ISR 

Amplitude Modulation
Figure 14 is a photo array that illustrates 

the amplitude modulation characteristics of 
NimbleSig III. Row 1 illustrates how the 
number of amplitude steps per cycle vary 
inversely with the modulation rate. This 
technique provides very fi ne steps for the 
lower modulation rates, which optimizes 
the shape of the modulation envelope for 
the commonly used THD test frequencies. 
Additionally it minimizes the amplitude of 
the sampling spurs and helps keep the sam-
pling frequencies well above the audio band 
for all but very low modulation rates. The 
sampling resolution is divided into seven 
bands. Table 1 lists the seven audio band 
segments with the associated step resolution 
and rates.

Row 2 consists of the frequency domain 
spectrum displays of the time domain 
modulation envelopes in the photos directly 
above.

Photos E1, E2 and E3 in Figure 14 illus-
trate the performance of the internal modu-
lation feature of the AD9958. Although the 
DDS internal modulation is limited to a reso-
lution of 30 steps per cycle, the modulation 
envelope remains well defi ned and also very 
low in distortion. The in-band spurs are more 
than 50 dB down from the carrier. 

Figure 14, photos A3 and B3 are photos 

Table 1
NimbleSig III Modulation Resolution for Different Modulation Rate Bands

Lower Band Edge (Hz) Upper Band Edge (Hz) Steps/Cycle Degrees/Step Minimum Step Rate (Hz) Maximum Step Rate (Hz)
 1 250 180 2 180 45,000
 251 400 120 3 30,000 48,000
 401 500 90 4 36,090 45,000
 501 800 72 5 36,072 57,600
 801 1000 60 6 48,060 60,000
 1001 1500 36 10 36,036 54,000
 1501 20,000 30 12 45,030 600000
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of the 20 Hz modulation envelope. These 
photos are noteworthy because the step rate 
of 3,600 Hz falls well within the audio spec-
trum. As shown, the step rate sidebands are 
about 46 dB below carrier, which would be 
about 40 dB below the 20 Hz sidebands (not 
visible here). Although it is unlikely that this 
characteristic would affect typical receiver 
testing, operators performing very low 
modulation frequency tests should expect 
the presence of very low amplitude (-40 dB 
or lower) step rate frequency related tones 
within the audio spectrum. 

Figure 14, photos C3 and E3 show wider 
views of the spectrum during modulation. As 
shown the splatter level is about –55 dBc at 
the 1 kHz rate and –42 dBc at the 10 kHz rate. 
I believe the microprocessor IO transient 
delays are responsible for the higher splatter 
at 10 kHz. The transients are just barely vis-
ible in photo E1. 

I provided photo D3 in Figure 14 to pro-
vide some perspective to the quality of the 
NimbleSig III modulation performance. D3 
is the spectrum photo from my late 1990s 
technology, high end (about $8000 new), 
industrial quality, commercial signal genera-
tor. As shown the second harmonic modula-
tion sidebands are about 30 dB below the 
fundamental sidebands. This converts to a 
total harmonic distortion of a little more than 
3%, which is within the generator specifi ca-
tion of maximum 4% THD.14 As shown by 
Photo C3, the NimbleSign III AM distortion 
sidebands are about 20 dB lower than the 
second order sidebands of my commercial 
signal generator. It is apparent from this that 
the THD performance of the digital modula-
tion method used here should be less than 
0.5% considering the bandwidth restrictions 

Figure 15 — Bessel zero FM modulation frequency spectrum displays at various modulation rates

of a typical AM receiver.
A downside of the digital modulation used 

by NS3, which is usually of no consequence 
for receiver testing, is that there are relatively 
high frequency, moderate level sampling 
rate sidebands generated by the encoding 
step transitions. These sidebands appear in 
the frequency spectrum at multiples of the 
sample rate around the carrier as shown in
Figure 14 photo B3 for 20 Hz modulation 
(discussed above regarding audible spurs 
for very low frequency modulation rates). 
The amplitudes of these spurious sidebands 
decrease as the order of the sidebands 
increase and also decrease as the modula-
tion steps are made fi ner. The closest, most 
signifi cant, fi rst order sideband pair will be at 
least 30 kHz away from the carrier (except in 
the case of very low modulation rates, where 
the amplitude of the spurs would be relatively 
low because of the fi ner steps). The spurs are 
usually of no concern, because they are well 
beyond the bandwidth of the typical com-
munications receiver, which normally would 
not pass these sampling rate sidebands. If the 
device under test happens to have more than 
30 kHz of bandwidth, such as receivers used 
for video or high speed data, the digital mod-
ulation spurs could appear within the base-
band spectrum after the detector at a worst 
case amplitude of about 5% of the voltage of 
the modulation signal. Thus, those who wish 
to use NS3 for modulation related applica-
tions should be aware that modulation spurs 
could be present in broadband applications.

The amplitude of the modulation sam-
pling rate sidebands could be greatly reduced 
if the modulation steps could be sloped 
to approximate the sine wave shape. The 
AD9958 does provide a feature for shap-

ing the step transitions for digital modula-
tion where the step sizes are all the same. 
Unfortunately, I  was unable to adapt this 
feature for sinusoidal modulation, as the step 
sizes vary.

Frequency Modulation
The frequency spectrum display of an 

FM signal is useful for viewing the transfer 
of carrier power into the sidebands as the 
deviation is increased from zero. When the 
peak deviation is set to approximately 2.4 
times the modulation frequency ( modula-
tion index = 2.4028) all the signal power 
is shifted into the sidebands and the car-
rier power literally drops to near zero. This 
carrier drop out phenomenon commonly 
referred to as 1st Bessel zero is very useful 
for checking deviation accuracy and purity 
of modulation.15

Figure 15 is a photo array of fi rst Bessel 
zero nulls (modulation index of 2.4048) 
obtained for modulation rates between 
100 Hz and 20 kHz in a 1-2-5 sequence. This 
provides insight to the NS3 FM modulation 
performance and deviation setting accuracy. 
The deep Bessel function carrier nulls are 
shown near the center of the photos. The 
depth of these nulls, which are very deep 
considering the logarithmic display, is a good 
indicator of quality of tone, tone frequency 
and deviation accuracy. A degradation of any 
of these qualities would prevent a deep Bessel 
zero carrier dropout. Since the NS3 DDS
frequency step resolution is 0.116 Hz 
(500 MHz / 232 ) both the the relative fre-
quency of the modulation steps and the peak 
deviation are accurately controlled. This level 
of accuracy could be useful for checking the 
calibration of deviation meters.
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The symmetry of the significant side-
bands is also an indicator of good modulation 
linearity. The tonal quality of the FM should 
be similar to AM as the same approach is 
used for generating the modulation signal. 

Dual Output Relative Phase Offset
The AD9958 provides 14 bit resolution 

control of the output phase of the two output 
signals. This results in a phase step resolution 
of approximately 0.02197°. The NimbleSig 
III phase command values are entered in 
millidegrees. This provides a reasonably 
human-friendly data entry method that effec-
tively harnesses the fi ne resolution steps with 
minimal rounding error. The commands will 
be described in more detail in Part 3 of this 
article.

A unique command is provided that loads 
the same frequency simultaneously into both 
generators, and in the process locks the out-
put signals together with a defi neable phase 
offset. Oscilloscope photo A1 of Figure 
16 shows the waveforms from the two RF 
outputs operating in phase while photo B1 
illustrates the cancellation of the two signals 
when added together with one oscilloscope 
channel inverted. The Figure 16, A2 and B2 
photos show the two signals with a 180,000 
and 90,000 millidegree offsets respectively.

Power Detector Modes
The NS3 design permits RF level mea-

surement from a single sample, or the aver-
age level from either 128 or 1024 consecutive 
samples.

Additional commands permit the detec-
tion of the maximum or minimum level 
detected during 1024 consecutive samples. 
The sample rate is currently set for once 
every 56.3 s, thus a 1024 sample sequence 
takes about 58 ms. Consequently, a 1024 
sample sequence spans suffi cient time to cap-
ture the maximums and minimums of an AM 
signal modulated at a 20 Hz rate. This feature 
can be used to measure peak envelope power 
or percentage of modulation.

Parts 2 and 3 to Follow
Part 2 of this article will describe the soft-

ware, programming and initial testing of the 
NimbleSig III module. Part 3 of this article 
will describe the NS3 command set in detail, 
calibration procedures and a mouse button 
control program.
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Rudy Severns, N6LF

This description of the test setup used by the author for a series of experiments sets 
the stage for a series of articles describing his results.

Experimental Determination of 
Ground System Performance for 

HF Verticals 
Part I

Test Setup and Instrumentation

PO Box 589, Cottage Grove, OR 97424;n6lf@arrl.net

HF verticals located on or near ground are 
a perennial topic among amateurs. Over the 
past several years this discussion has been 
illuminated (and in some cases obscured!) by 
the advent of really good modeling software 
based on NEC (numerical electromagnetic 
code). This has resulted in a vast literature 
on antennas using the results of modeling. 
However, these results are not without some 
controversy. In particular the relative merits 
of a large number of buried radials versus a 
few elevated radials has been especially con-
tentious. What has been missing from the dis-
cussion are careful fi eld measurements done 
with good instrumentation and technique to 
see if the NEC predictions actually hold up 
in the real world. To address this problem I 
performed a series of fi eld experiments, over 
a period of a year, to examine how different 
ground system arrangements affected the 
behavior of a vertical antenna and to see if 
fi eld measurements on a real antenna would 
correlate with NEC modeling. 

The results of these experiments will be 
presented in a series of QEX articles. There 
is no pretence that these experiments will 
answer all questions or even definitively 
settle some of the arguments, but at least they 
should give us something to think about. 

In Part 1, I will discuss the test range, test 
instrumentation and test procedures used for 
all the experiments. Part 2, which is included 
in this issue of QEX, discusses an earlier and 
apparently overlooked prediction from NEC, 

that in sparse (<10 radials) radial systems 
lying close to ground, there can be a substan-
tial increase in ground loss when the radials 
are made much longer than 1⁄8 wavelength. 
This is a case of more copper = more loss, 
which is not at all intuitive! Part 3 will com-
pare verticals with a large number of ground 
surface radials to verticals with four elevated 
radials. This part will directly address the 
elevated radial controversy. Part 3 will also 
have comparisons between several different 
elevated radial configurations. Part 4 will 

look at the effect of radial numbers on the 
characteristics of ¼ wavelength and several 
shorter loaded antennas. Part 5 will take a 
look at the problems of ground systems for 
multiband verticals, where a range of 7 to 
30 MHz must be accommodated. Finally in 
Part 6, I will report on some experiments with 
a full size ¼ wavelength vertical on 160 m. In 
addition, because this series will take many 
months to be published, there will be lots of 
time for feedback. I plan to include some of 
this in Part 6. 

Figure 1— This drawing illustrates the traditional measurement scheme.
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1Notes appear on page 25.

Test Setup
The physical layout of the test range, 

the instrumentation employed and the test 
procedures were all key elements in obtain-
ing reliable results. The following discus-
sion provides descriptions of these elements 
which remained essentially constant for 
the experiments. The majority of measure-
ments were done at 7.2 MHz although there 
was some work at 160, 30, 20, 17, 15 and 
10 meters. The information given here is 
intended to provide information common to 
all the experiments.

Test Concept
The traditional test procedure for these 

kinds of measurements is well known. As 
shown in Figure 1, a test antenna is excited 
with a known power, and the resulting signal 
is measured at a remote point. A change is 
then made in the test antenna and the mea-
surement is repeated. The difference between 
the two measurements is a measure of the 
effect of the change in the antenna and/or 
ground system on performance. The signal 
transmission to antenna 2 from the excita-
tion of antenna 1 (S21) will be proportional 
to the radiation effi ciency of the antenna. In 
other words, S21 ~ input power × Rr / (Rr + 
Rg) where Rr is the radiation resistance and 
Rg is the ground loss. For our purposes we 
can assume that losses due to conductors are 
small. Both Rr and Rg will vary as we change 
the ground system but the fi nal goal is to see 
the effect on the transmitted signal.1

The standard way to make these measure-
ments is to use a transmitter combined with 
forward and refl ected power meters to excite 
the test antenna (antenna 1) with a known 
power. A calibrated receiver is connected to a 
remote receiving antenna (antenna 2) to mea-
sure the resulting signal. In my initial tests 
I used both an HP3586C and an HP3585A 
spectrum analyzer for the receiver. I wished 
to measure the performance differences 
between confi gurations to within 0.1 dB if 
possible, and these instruments were capable 
of that. However, the limiting factor turned 
out to be my ability to measure the excita-
tion power; 0.1 dB corresponds to about 2%. 
To make repeatable measurements to 0.1 dB 
you would need to measure power to better 
than 1%. 

To get around that problem I decided to 
use the instrumentation scheme illustrated in 
Figure 2. I chose to make the measurements 
with a vector network analyzer (VNA) in 
the transmission mode (S21 is the response 
at port 2 due to the excitation at port 1).
The transmission path was from the VNA 
output port, out to the test antenna via a 
transmission line, from there to the receive 
antenna and back to the VNA input port via 

another transmission line. 
Amplitude measurements with a pro-

fessional VNA are typically displayed to
0.001 dB, but of course nothing else in the 
system is stable to that level. In practice I 
found that measurements made over a short 
period of time (2-3 hours) were repeatable to 
within 0.05 dB. That is more than adequate 
for these experiments. A weakness of this 
measurement method is that as the separation 
between the test antenna and the receiving 
antenna is increased, the attenuation around 
the transmission loop becomes quite large, 
–40 to –60 dB. For instrumentation and a 
physical setup with a noise fl oor and stray 
coupling below –110 dBm, this is accept-
able but it did limit the separation distance 
on 40 m to about 2.25 wavelengths for the 
particular receiving antenna employed. This 
is in the far fi eld but not by much. Another 
limitation was that ± 0.05 dB repeatability 
was possible only when the antenna under 
test and the receive antennas were actually 
stable to that level. This usually meant that 
measurements had to be made in early morn-
ing when the test range was in the shade or 
late in the day when things had reached ther-
mal equilibrium. It was very easy to detect 
a cloud passing over by the small changes 
due to temperature changes in the antennas. I 
could readily detect the effect of the wind on 
the vertical, causing it to move slightly. In the 
end the A-B comparison measurements were 
probably within a few tenths of a dB but only 
when I carefully attended to all the details.

This brings us to an important point. The 
purpose of the experiments was to determine 
the effect of different ground system arrange-
ments from their effect on S21. All the mea-
surements were relative A-B comparisons. In 
other words, they were comparisons between 
two different confi gurations. There was no 

Figure 2 — This diagram shows the vector 
network analyzer approach for measuring 

antenna performance.

Figure 3— A view of the test antenna area and test equipment shelter. The receiving antenna 
is at the far end of the pasture.
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attempt to measure absolute signal strengths 
or radiation patterns. The separation distance 
between the test antenna and the receiving 
antenna was suffi cient to place the receiving 
antenna outside the reactive near fi eld but the 
groundwave was still signifi cant. This was 
not a problem for the type of measurements 
being made. The presence of a metal pump 
house and a travel trailer, both of which are 
small in terms of a wavelength might have 
had an impact on pattern measurements but 
should not have affected the type of A-B 
measurements being made in this series of 
experiments. 

Physical Arrangement
The test range was set up in a fi eld as 

shown in Figure 3, with an area for the test 
antennas (including ground systems), a 
remote receiving antenna (in the far distance) 
and a small travel trailer to provide shelter for 
the instrumentation. 

The eight poles, in an 80 foot diameter 
circle around the test antenna, were used to 
support elevated radials as needed. When 
more than eight elevated radials were needed, 
a ½ inch Dacron line was stretched around 
the posts at the desired height and tightened 
with a turn-buckle. Each post has a backstay 
to a buried deadman anchor so the radials 
could be well tensioned. Radial heights on 
each post were located using a laser level to 
keep the radial fan fl at around the circle.

In the center of the circle there is a support 
post (PVC pipe) as shown in Figure 4, with 
Dacron support lines attached to the top. This 
post is intended to hold the antenna under test 
and allow it to move up and down to vary the 
height for elevated radial tests. An example 

Figure 4 — This photo shows a typical test 
antenna and center post support.

Figure 5 — Here is the test antenna base at ground level, with 64 radials.

Figure 6 — The base plate is in position for elevated radials.

of the base plate at ground level with 64 radi-
als attached is shown in Figure 5.

The base plate is isolated from ground but 
there are three ground stakes (4 foot copper-
clad steel rods) close to the plate for those 
tests where grounding is desired. The ground 
stakes have short pig-tail leads to connect to 
the base plate when desired.

Figure 6 shows an example of the base 
plate positioned for elevated radial tests. 
The base plate, the radials and the entire test 
antenna are elevated by sliding them along 
the support pipe. This arrangement made it 
very easy to change the height of the radi-
als in small increments up to 4½ feet above 

ground. The radials lying on the ground in 
Figure 6 were not present during elevated 
radial tests!

As shown in Figures 5 and 6, a coaxial 
common mode choke (balun) was used to 
isolate the transmission line from the test 
antenna. This was done for all measurements 
whether or not ground stakes were engaged. 
The choke has an impedance of >3 kΩ at 
7.2 MHz. For those tests in which the 
SteppIR vertical was employed, the balun 
that comes with that antenna was used in lieu 
of the choke shown in the photos.

The receiving antenna was a 3-turn dia-
mond loop with a diagonal dimension of 
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24 inches, as shown in Figure 7. The loop 
was resonant at 8.2 MHz. This loop was 
installed at the top of a 40 foot mast, as 
shown in Figure 8.

The distance from the base of the test 
antenna to the receiving loop is a little over 
300 feet, about 2¼ wavelengths at 7.2 MHz. 
The elevation angle from the base of the test 
vertical is about 8°.

The coax from the VNA output port to the 
base of the test antenna was ½ inch Andrews 
Heliax with N connectors. The coax from 
the receiving antenna back to the VNA was 
LMR400. Low loss coax was used because it 
provided better shield attenuation to reduce 
coupling and in the case of the heliax run-
ning out to the test antenna, the very low loss 
removed the need for an additional correction 

Figure 7 — This photo shows the 
loop receiving antenna.

Figure 8 — Here is the receiving antenna 
atop a 40 foot mast. N7MQ assisting!

Figure 9 — HP3577A with an HP35677A S-parameter test box.

Figure 10 — Here is my test bench, showing the N2PK VNA with the associated laptop 
computer and HP calibration loads.

factor for the change in cable loss with varia-
tions in SWR. 

Test Instrumentation
Feed point impedance, transmission gain 

(S21) and radial current measurements were 
all made using a VNA. Two analyzers were 
available: an HP3577A with an HP35677A 
S-parameter test box and an N2PK analyzer 
with dual fast detectors. Figures 9 and 10 are 
photos of these instruments.

Note the organic automatic heating unit 

on top! Critical for maximum accuracy! The 
common mode choke in the photo is undergo-
ing characterization for transmission loss and 
series impedance at 7.2 MHz. It turned out 
however, that the impedance of the choke was 
much greater than the 50 Ω reference imped-
ance of the VNA. Above about 2 kΩ even 
an HP VNA becomes inaccurate for a direct 
measurement. For choke measurements, 
I used an HP4815 analyzer, which is well 
suited for high-impedance measurements. 

After careful comparisons between the HP 
and N2PK VNAs, the N2PK was selected for 
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Figure 12 — Here is the test setup for a typical radial current measurement.

Figure 11 — This photo shows a typical 
shielded current transformer.

most of the measurements because its perfor-
mance was very close to the HP and had the 
advantage of direct readout to a computer, 
which made data reduction much easier. The 
N2PK VNA was also much lighter than the 
HP (70+ pounds!) and much more suitable 
for fi eld measurements. 

On several occasions it was necessary to 
measure the current division ratios between 
the radials and in some cases, the relative 
current distribution along a radial. To make 
these measurements a set of shielded current 
transformers, like the one shown in Figure 
11 were used.

To make a current measurement, a radial 
wire was passed through the current trans-
former, as shown in Figure 12. Current trans-
formers were placed in the same location 
simultaneously on all the radials during a 
measurement. The transformer being used to 
sense current was terminated in 50 Ω by the 
instrumentation, so all of the dormant current 
transformers were also terminated in 50 Ω. 
This was done to compensate for any interac-
tion introduced by the current transformer. At 
the very least, the effect of the current trans-
former would be the same on all radials. The 
active current transformer was isolated with 
a choke as shown in Figure 12. 

Even with this degree of care, the current 
measurements were still a bit tricky because of 
the residual interaction between the cable from 
the current transformer and nearby radials. In 
some cases I actually used four identical cables 
in a symmetrical layout to try to minimize 
imbalance due to this interaction. I believe the 
resulting measurements were reasonable and 
useful but not especially precise!

The relative value of the current was 
determined by using the VNA in the trans-
mission mode, measuring S21 for the loop 
from the VNA output port to the base of the 
antenna, out along the radial to the current 
transformer and back to the VNA input port. 
This was a convenient way to measure the 

current division between radials and the rela-
tive current distribution along a radial.

 
Comments on test procedures

A good physical setup and professional 
instrumentation are a very good start, but to 
obtain reliable data great care must be exer-
cised in using and calibrating this equipment. 
For feed point impedance measurements, at 
the beginning and end of every test run an 
OSL (open, short, reference load) calibration 
was performed with the calibration plane at 
the test antenna feed point. At the beginning 
and end of each test run a transmission cali-
bration was also performed. 

In addition, before beginning a series 
of measurements a measurement of stray 
coupling and possible interference was per-
formed. The procedure was to disconnect the 
feed line from the base of the test antenna, ter-
minate the feed line with a 50 Ω load and then 
measure the transmission gain of the entire 
system in this state. Throughout the series of 
experiments, this transmission level was never 
higher than –110 dBm and usually –115 dBm 
or lower, at 7.2 MHz. As a further check on 
results, most experiments were run several 
times to verify consistency and repeatability. 
All of this was very time consuming but abso-
lutely necessary to assure the best possible 
measurements. I did not delude myself, how-
ever, into thinking the measurements were per-
fect and cannot be improved on. I do believe 
the results make sense, fit well with NEC 
modeling predictions, give useful insights into 
vertical antenna/ground system behavior, and 
potentially can be of practical help in optimiz-
ing a given antenna installation. 
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Unusual Terrain In  uence on 
VHF/UHF Propagation

Students at Idaho State University climb mountains to explore an 
interesting propagation phenomenon.

In our studies of RF propagation, we have been investigating an 
interesting phenomenon that involves mountainous terrain. Vance 
Hawley, WA7FDR, our instructor at Idaho State University (ISU), 
has measured VHF/UHF signal strengths at a number of vehicle-
accessible mountain locations and has found that as he drives down 
the mountains from their summits, the signal strengths increase. As 
he continues, however, the signal strengths decrease. We wondered 
what propagation mechanism might be at work.

The Idaho State Radio Frequency (RF) class consulted with sev-
eral engineers and technicians working in the propagation fi eld. Their 
responses varied, as each individual seemed to have a different explana-
tion based on their personal experience and research. It appears that the 
propagation phenomenon we will be discussing is not well understood. 

In all of the professional documents read for this project, we found 
only one possible mention of this phenomenon, in the 21st edition of 
The ARRL Antenna Book, page 23-6, with an illustration reproduced 
here in Figure 1. Unfortunately, the original author, who has since 
passed away, doesn’t describe the illustration in great detail. Antenna 
Book editor Dean Straw, N6BV, was unable to locate the original 
notes that might have explained the author’s intent.

The Investigation Begins
Our initial test site was an unnamed, minor, somewhat rolling 

peak southwest of Pocatello, Idaho. The fi rst test we performed was 
with a vertically polarized Yagi antenna connected to a spectrum ana-
lyzer monitoring the 162.55 MHz signal from the NOAA (National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) weather radio station on 
East Butte. Using this setup, we measured signal strengths at various 
elevations. See the results in Table 1.

Table 1
Signal Strength Measurements at Our 
Un-named Peak Test Location
Grid Elevation Signal Strength
 (Feet)  (dBm)
12T UN 76866 42527 6526  –74
12T UN 76856 42537 6505  –75.3
12T UN 76849 42548 6495  –78.4
12T UN 76842 42567 6485  –80
12T UN 76835 42593 6475  –78
12T UN 76792 42686 6460  –74.3
12T UN 76784 42693 6451  –69.6
12T UN 76775 42701 6438  –65
12T UN 76775 42701 6438  –64.6
12T UN 76769 42712 6430  –65
12T UN 76770 42728 6427  –60.8

Figure 2 provides a graphic illustration of the measurement varia-
tions compared to elevation. At the left side of the chart you will note 
that the elevation at the fi rst point is at 6427 feet, about 99 feet down 
from the 6526-foot summit (the left of the chart shows the signal 
strength in dBm). The decreasing signal strength is clearly shown. 
In the middle of the chart you will notice a sudden dip in overall 
strength, which was caused by interference in the Fresnel Zone of 
the antenna. (The slope angle decreased for a short distance before 
increasing once again.)

Figure 1 — According to the caption from this illustration from the 
ARRL Antenna Book, propagation conditions are generally best 
when the antenna is located slightly below the top of a hill on the 
side facing the distant station. Communication is poor when there 

is a sharp rise immediately in front of the antenna in the direction of 
communication. Figure 2 — Variations in signal strength during the tests.
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For our next set of measurements we used a 1⁄2-wavelength dipole 
mounted horizontally on a graduated pole. These measurements were 
taken from the original test site. Again we monitored the 162.55 MHz 
NOAA station on East Butte, 47 miles distant.

Measurements were made with every 20 foot eleva-
tion change as we progressed down the face of the moun-
tain. At each measurement point we also raised the antenna
6 inches, beginning from its ground-level starting point. Measurements 

were taken with a Tektronix 2712 spectrum analyzer.
Figure 3 shows the signal increasing as we progressed downward 

with the antenna 6 inches above the ground. You’ll notice that Figure 
3 also shows signal degradation from points 4 through 6. This is 
because there was a hill between the receive antenna and the trans-
mitting tower. This hill crossed into the fi rst Fresnel Zone, reducing 
the signal strength (Figure 4). Signal strengths changed according 
to variations in terrain as we moved down the mountain (Figure 5). 
Tables 2 and 3 contain the entire data set.

Figure 6 provides a 3D graph of the dipole data. Looking at the 
graph, it shows the signal level increasing as the measurement points 
shift down the mountain. It also illustrates that signal levels rose as the 
antenna height above ground level increased.

A photo of Sawtell Peak.

Figure 3 — Increasing signal strength as the test points moved down 
the face of the mountain with the antenna 6 inches above the ground.

Figure 4 — Fresnel Zone attenuation during our tests.

Figure 5 — Signal strength results as the test points moved down the 
face of the mountain with the antenna 18 inches above the ground.

A view of the test site from the side.

Figure 6 — A 3D graph of the dipole data.

Two of our students positioning the Yagi antenna for best reception.
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Inconclusive Results
While we were able to observe the phe-

nomena fi rst hand, our tests provided no con-
crete explanations.

The location that was chosen for the 
Yagi test had some problems that may have 
plagued the measurements. The aiming accu-
racy of the Yagi was hard to measure because 
the wind was blowing at about 50 MPH and 

pattern will need to be carefully plotted.
We had planned to perform further tests, 

but this was not possible due to weather 
conditions. It would have been better if we 
had been able to spend a few days on top of 
multiple mountains with more time to take 
measurements under better circumstances.

Possible Explanations
One of the possible explanations for this 

phenomenon is multipath refl ection. When 
two transmitted signals are refl ected from 
different points, they can recombine in or 
out of phase as they arrive at the receiver. If 
they are in phase, they will add to each other, 
resulting in a stronger signal. If they are out 
of phase, they will subtract from each other, 
producing a weaker result. Figure 7 illus-
trates this concept.

The problem with this hypothesis is that 
there was no supporting evidence that would 
allow us to determine if this mechanism was 
in play. According to Vance Hawley, there 
was no measurable signal on the valley fl oor 
when this phenomenon was observed at 
Jumpoff Peak and Sawtell Mountain, high 
mountain sites in the area. However, Russ 
Andrews, an electrical engineer at BMG 
Engineering, stated:

“I would expect the signal to be weak on 
valley fl oor. But multi-path could be coming 
from other mountains off the direct path. It 
could be coming from the valley fl oor much 
farther away than where you took valley 
measurements. It can also occur over a much 
smaller scale, even a few meters.

“Multipath conditions are easily detected. 
The process is to carefully measure the signal 
strength at a location. Then slowly move to 
other locations, noting the signal strength 
variations as you move. There should be little 
or no variation if there is little or no multi-
path. Lots of variation = lots of multipath. 
Remember to keep your and other peoples 
bodies away from the sense antenna. Do not 
use an unbalanced antenna or feed line for 
the sense antenna. An unbalanced antenna 
will introduce its own multipath even where 
there is none in free space. The feed line of an 
unbalanced system is part of the antenna, and 
will contribute a multi-path component. Use a 
dipole and feed it with a 1:1 balun. You don’t 
have to worry about impedance matching.” 

Although we were unable to return to the 
mountains, it would have been interesting to 
test this theory.

Larry D. Ellis with SoftWright LLC, a 
company that produces the Terrain Analysis 
Package (TAP), had this to say:

“I imagine what you are seeing in this case 
is refl ected signal. This is virtually impossible 
to predict. It (multipath) can be much greater 
than incident signal at times. Where I have 
seen it the most is when you have a site not 

Table 3
Signal Strength Measurements According to Dipole Height 

Elevation (feet) 6450 6446 6444 6443 6438 6425
Height (inches)  Signal Strength (dBm)
6 –86.9 –80.7 –81 –77.7 –80.7 –77.4
12 –84.5 –79.7 –79.4 –77.7 –80.7 –76.7
18 –84.8 –79.7 –78.7 –75.7 –82.7 –76
24 –83.4 –79.1 –78.7 –76 –85.2 –74.3
30 –83.4 –81 –79.7 –75.7 –82.7 –73.6
36 –81.7 –86.9 –80.7 –75 –79.1 –72.6
42 –79.1 –85.2 –79.1 –74.3 –78.4 –75.3
48 –78.4 –82.1 –80.7 –74.3 –76.4 –77.7
54 –77.1 –82.1 –80.7 –74.3 –79.4 –76
60 –76.7 –78.4 Noise –73.6 –79.4 –71.6
66 –76 –81 Noise –73.3 –80.4 –70.9
72 –75.3 –78.7 Noise –73.6 Noise –70.6

Table 2
Signal Strength Measurements According to Dipole Height 

Elevation (feet) 6520 6512 6511 6467 6460 6455 6452
Height (inches)  Signal Strength (dBm)
6 –85.8 –92.2 –86.5 –89.9 –89.6 –86.2 –79.1
12 –85.8 –89.2 –88.2 –91.2 –91.2 –87.5 –77.7
18 –84.8 –93.5 –85.5 –90.6 –88.2 –86.2 –78.1
24 –84.1 –92.2 –84.5 –89.6 –90.6 –86.2 –77.7
30 –85.8 –95.9 –84.1 –89.9 –90.6 –88.6 –77.7
36 –85.5 –94.5 –84.1 –89.9 –90.9 –90.6 –76.7
42 –86.9 –93.5 –85.9 –87.2 –88.2 –89.2 –76.7
48 –89.6 –91.5 –93.8 –87.5 –88.2 –90.9 –77.1
54 –89.6 –92.2 –93.5 –85.5 –87.9 –84.2 –78.7
60 –82.2 –90.2 –93.5 –85.8 –90.2 –82.4 –79.7
66 –88.9 –91.2 –95.5 –85.2 –89.6 –81.7 Noise
72 –86.9 –89.6 –91.2 –85.5 –88.6 –82.1 Noise

Transmitter

Direct P
ath

Indirect Paths

Figure 7 — An example of multipath propagation.

it was snowing. Directly in front of where the 
measurements were taken there was another 
mountain with many commercial broadcast 
stations. Their signals were clearly overload-
ing the spectrum analyzer.

To correct these problems, some meticu-
lous measurements will need to be taken. 
Shifting the tests to the UHF range would 
permit the use of a smaller, easier-to-manage 
Yagi. Regardless of the frequency, the Yagi 
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at the top of the mountain and the backside of 
an omni is feeding huge levels of signal into 
the mountain, which then bounces back in an 
uncontrolled phase delay. This causes multi-
path interference and is a bear to solve. The 
way one treats that is by suppression of radia-
tion toward the offending refl ector (of which 
rock is particularly effectual). I can envision it 
being similar along the path along the surface 
up the mountain, but to compare levels you 
would have to be at the same azimuth in the 
plane orthogonal to the center of radiation 
from the antenna. That generally is consider-
ably in the air. If you are receiving at a location 
and fi nd more inbound signal from a direction 
(using a Yagi as a sniffi ng antenna) other than 
toward the transmitting antenna, it can be 
from many sources. Common ones are refl ec-
tion (as above) and also re-radiation. That 
is when an element picks up the signal and 
then re-transmits it. I have seen that from tin 
roofs, metal fencing wire, and very often high-
voltage power towers. Certain AM broadcast 
antennas can cause this as well, although not 
often above VHF. 

“Sadly, there are not many good texts 
on this subject. We have a great library here 
and yet most of these thoughts have come 
from extensive experience in the fi eld-testing 
antenna patterns.” 

Another suggestion we received was that 
we were experiencing knife-edge diffraction 
from mountains between the transmitter and 
receiver. Knife-edge diffraction occurs when 
a radio wave crests the top of a mountain. The 
sharp terrain at the summit causes the signal 
energy to effectively spill over the other side 
at a downward angle. Although this could be 
a possibility in some instances, it would not 
always be the case during our tests. 

Knife-edge diffraction is best explained 
by Huygens’ Principle, which states that 

Todd Romriell reading the signal strength on the spectrum analyzer.

Potential diffraction areas around the mountain.

Figure 8 — Knife-edge diffraction.

every point of an advancing wavefront can 
be considered as a new source of second-
ary waves. The wave amplitude at any point 
ahead can be obtained by superposition of 
these new wavelets. So, when an incident 
wave collides with an obstacle, it can create 
new wavelets that can meet to add and sub-
tract from each other, resulting in a pattern 
in which some places have greater strength 
than the incident wave, and other places can 
have reduced strength (Figure 8). Of course, 
this would happen multiple times as each 
wave collides with the obstacle. As multiple 

waves collide with multiple objects, they 
create new signal wave fronts that will have 
greater strength along the points where the 
new wavelets are adding in phase.

We certainly had suffi cient jagged terrain 
for diffraction to occur at the location where 
we took our test measurements. It is diffi cult 
to say, however, that knife-edge diffraction 
offers an adequate explanation since the phe-
nomena we are investigating has also been 
observed in situations where diffracting ter-
rain was unavailable.

Another factor that affects line-of-sight 
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propagation is the Fresnel Zone effect. 
The Fresnel Zone is a circular shaped zone 
(Figure 9) between the transmitter and the 
receiver, with different regions that affect 
the signal path. These regions, as shown in 
Figure 10, can be calculated to show the 
more crucial paths. The first and second 
regions are the most critical because they 
are the most direct paths to the receiver. If an 
object is confl icting within the fi rst or second 
region, the signal will change direction, tak-
ing multiple paths to the receiver that can 
add or subtract depending on phase (see Fig-
ure 11). The equations for the Fresnel Zone 
can calculate for interference between the 
transmitter and receiver, but for our test mea-
surements there were too many unknowns for 
the calculations to be relevant. The best sce-
nario for no interference between the trans-
mitter and the receiver is to have a smooth 
valley fl oor with other earth structures as far 
from the signal as possible. Otherwise, the 
signals will refl ect and could cause a loss in 
signal strength at the receiver.

We asked Tom Eckles PE, of Hatfi eld & 
Dawson Consulting Engineering, to enter the 
Sawtell and Jump-Off locations into Pathloss 
4.0 to model the local and distant terrain dif-
fraction characteristics. He determined that 
diffraction obstructions are in the line of sight 
to the high mountain sites of Jumpoff Peak 
and Sawtell Mountain as observed from the 
distant locations where they have provided 
communication, and this could account for 
variations in signal strength as the diffracted-
path signal is received. 

The diffraction variations were also plot-
ted for both paths (Figures 12 and 13). The 
figures show a huge signal strength gain 
as the receive points are moved down the 
faces of the mountains (about 30 dB within
400 meters of the top). At the top of the 
mountains, the receive points are fl at and 
within the fi rst Fresnel Zones. As the receive 

Ryan Kolar positioning the dipole antenna for measurement. The spectrum analyzer showing signal strength.

Distance

QX0901-Hawley09

Figure 9 — The Fresnel Zone is a somewhat circular zone between the transmitter and the 
receiver with different regions that affect the signal path.
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Figure 10 — Fresnel Zone regions.

Figure 11 — Direct and indirect signal paths between transmitter and receiver.
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points are moved down the mountains, the 
signal strengths improve because the ter-
rain is sloping and not protruding into the 
Fresnel Zones to the same degree as before. 
This causes the Fresnel Zone loss to decline 
by about 6 dB. With regard to the signal 
strengths improving on the side of the moun-
tains, Tom Eckles wrote, “Both paths show 
this effect, so one reason for the difference in 
signal strength between the tops of the peaks 
and the lower elevations may be the differ-
ence in the overall diffraction path character-
istics between the two locations.” 

The diffraction variations and the Fresnel 
Zone effects could potentially explain the 
propagation phenomenon. If there is less 
Fresnel Zone protrusion on the side of 
the mountain and the diffracting signal is 
improving, the overall result could be greatly 
enhanced signal strength, which would only 
occur on the side of the mountain. This 
scenario only works, however, when the 
transmitter and receiver are separated by a 
diffracting path. If there is no diffracting path, 
the signal is fl at and does not give the same 
results as the position changes. The Fresnel 
Zone effect could still be a factor, however, if 
there is no diffraction path.

Conclusion
We believe we have confirmed the 

signal-strengthening phenomenon, but our 
tests did not determine the exact means by 
which this is occurring. We were unable to 
describe precisely how the signals arrived 
at our test receivers, which is a critical piece 
of information. The signals may arrive by 
multipath propagation, diffraction or by 
some other undetermined factor. To be able 
to fully explain this phenomenon, we need 
to perform more extensive and accurate mea-
surements.

Figure 12 — Calculated loss variations to Jumpoff Peak from Nevada. Figure 13 — Calculated loss variations to Sawtell Peak
from Powell, Wyoming.
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Vector Network Analyzer 

Covering 1 kHz to 1.3 GHz

1Notes appear on page 36.

Summary 
Since I had published my ideas for a 

simple and low cost vector network analyzer 
(VNWA) in QEX in 2007, I have received 
lots of feedback, showing, that there is a great 
interest in this fi eld.1 The original design 
(VNWA1.0) had a few shortcomings. It only 
covered a fundamental frequency range up 
to 160 MHz. On the other hand, it could 
measure at some limited higher frequency 
bands up to 500 MHz, with reduced accu-
racy, by using higher DDS alias frequen-
cies.2 Another drawback was that it was a 
veroboard design. This made it very tough 
to duplicate. So, I have thought about how to 
make the VNWA design even simpler, better, 
and last but not least easier to build. In this 
article, I describe the very satisfactory result 
of this development process, which is a small 
single printed circuit board VNWA covering 
1 kHz to 1.3 GHz in one continuous fre-
quency band, which can be powered directly 
from a computer USB interface.

VNWA Design
Figure 1 shows the fundamental design 

of the new VNWA2.1. Like the original 
VNWA1.0, it consists of two digitally tun-
able Direct Digital Synthesizers (DDSs), 
now realized by two fast Analog Devices 
AD9859 chips.3 Here, the clock genera-
tion could be realized in a very simple way, 
because the AD9859 contains an on-chip 
clock multiplier PLL circuit. Both DDSs are 
clocked from the same crystal oscillator, real-
ized with a low cost standard 12.3 MHz crys-
tal, which is oscillating on the third overtone 
at about 37 MHz. The exact crystal frequency 
is of no importance, since it can be accounted 
for in the software. As described in my letter 

You will want to build this new variation on a popular project!

to the Editor in QEX (see Note 2), it is crucial 
that the two DDS cores are clocked with dif-
ferent frequencies, if one wants to omit anti-
aliasing fi lters and make use of higher order 
alias frequencies. This is simply achieved by 
setting the clock multipliers of the two DDS 
chips to two different values — for example, 
20 and 19 — leading to clock frequencies of 
703 MHz and 740 MHz respectively. Note, 
that in this frequency scheme, the DDSs 
operate well beyond their specifi cation lim-
its of 400 MHz maximum core clock. Quite 
remarkably, all tested DDS chips (about 30 
pieces so far), work nicely without getting 
hot under these conditions. This is a very 

experimental approach, but pushing the DDS 
clock frequency means pushing the usable 
fundamental frequency range of the VNWA, 
which spans to 600 MHz under the selected 
operating conditions.

Like in the VNWA1.0 design, the RF 
DDS output signal is fed into an SWR-
bridge, now formed by 50  resistors in 
order to simplify power level adaptations by 
an optional 50  attenuator pad between the 
DDS and the bridge. The balanced bridge 
output signal is fed into the balanced inputs 
of the Gilbert cell mixer, M1, followed by an 
operational amplifi er. The amplifi er output 
signal is guided through a CMOS switch into 

Figure 1 — A block diagram showing the fundamental design of the VNWA2.1.
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the left channel of the computer sound card 
line-in. The CMOS switch multiplexes this 
Refl ect signal with the Through measure-
ment signal originating from mixer M3 and 
its following amplifi er. The multiplexing is 
necessary, as standard sound cards have only 
a stereo line-in channel, which can capture 
just two signals simultaneously. But a third 
signal, the Reference signal, is required to 
determine the signal phases. The Reference 
signal is obtained by mixing the LO and RF 
DDS signals with M2 and amplifying the 
output signal with the following operational 
amplifi er. It is then fed into the right chan-
nel of the sound card line-in. Note that the 
VNWA works with an IF of about 1 kHz. The 
sound card is used as an IF amplifi er, so the 
computer realizes a digital IF fi lter.

If a Device Under Test (DUT) with two 
ports is placed between the TX and RX ter-
minals of the VNWA, its scattering param-
eters S11 and S21 can be derived from the three 
measurement signals (Through, Reflect, 
Reference). By manually turning the device, 
also S12 and S22 can be measured.

In the current design, both the CMOS 
switch and the DDSs are digitally controlled 
with the computer parallel printer port. 
Software integration of a USB interface is 
under development.4

Hardware
Figure 2 shows the VNWA2.1 board 

mounted into a small metal sheet box as 
seen from top. The left SMA connector is 
the TX port output. It is directly connected to 
the internal SWR bridge. The bridge is sur-
rounded by the mixers M1, M2 (left) and the 
RF-DDS (right). The right SMA connector is 
the RX port input. Above, the mixer M3 and 
to the left the LO DDS are found.

The SubD9 connector on the upper side 
of Figure 2 is the digital control port, which 
is directly connected to the computer parallel 
printer port. Also, the power supply is pro-
vided through this connector.

The 3.5 mm audio connector on the upper 
right of Figure 2 is the stereo audio output 
to be connected to the computer sound card 
line-in. 

The digital part of the board runs on 1.8 V 
dc and 3.3 V dc. These voltages can directly 
be obtained with low drop regulators by tap-
ping 5 V dc from a computer USB port. 
The analog circuitry requires a low noise
6 V dc power supply. Fortunately, it only con-
sumes 10 mA of current. In order to power 
the whole board from 5 V dc, a low power 
step up switching regulator was added on the 
upper left corner of the board. It translates
5 V input voltage to 8.5 V on output, which 
is then reduced to 6 V dc with a dissipative 
voltage regulator. This way, a very low noise 
6 V power supply could be obtained and no 

Figure 2 — Top view of the VNWA2.1 board. Board size is 100 × 60 mm².

Figure 3 — Frequency dependent available signal amplitudes: Trace 1/S21: clock multipliers 
are 14/13; trace 2/Mem1: clock multipliers are 20/19; trace 3/Mem2:  clock multipliers are 
dynamically switched during the frequency sweep. Also shown is the noise fl oor of the 

system with TX output and RX input isolated (bottom trace, Mem4). Note that traces 2 and 3 
exactly match from the starting point up to their fi rst crossing of trace 1.

interference from the switching regulator 
could be observed. The whole board consumes
350 mA from a 4.5 V supply when overclocked 
to the limit. A USB port can deliver up to 500 
mA and thus is able to power the board.

The printed circuit board is a simple two 
layer design. Thanks to a lot of brainwork 
and the terrifi c layout work of Dan, MØDFI, 
almost all components and connections could 
be placed on the top side. Only one semi rigid 
coax line had to go to the bottom, connecting 
the TX section mixers with the LO DDS. The 

bottom side of the board is almost completely 
covered with a metal ground plane. The latter 
is crucial to obtain good isolation between the 
TX and RX section up into the GHz range. 
The board size is 100 × 60 mm² and the pas-
sive components are mostly 0603 size.

Test results
Figure 3 shows the frequency dependent 

available signal amplitudes under various 
operating conditions and the isolation level. 
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The isolation trace on the bottom shows, that 
there is no crosstalk between TX output and 
RX input measurable within the available 
dynamic range.

It can be seen from traces 1 and 2, that 
there are strong alias signals up to 1.3 GHz, 
which become increasingly noisy with 
increasing frequency, though. Also, there are 
distinct notches visible, which result from 
the fact that the output levels of DDSs drop 
to zero near integer multiples of their core 
clock frequency, which is around 500 MHz 
for trace 1 and 700 MHz for trace 2. The 
notches are in fact double notches, as the 
two DDSs run on slightly different clocks 
and the product of both DDS output powers 
enters into the signal amplitude. Observe that 
trace 1 rather nicely fi lls the fi rst notch of 
trace 2 and vice versa. This leads to the idea 
of dynamically switching the DDS clock 
multipliers during the frequency sweep — in 
other words, measuring at different frequen-
cies with different clock multipliers. Trace 3 
was obtained in this way. Here, the notches 
are gone altogether and sufficient signal 
amplitude is obtained for a continuous fre-
quency sweep from audio frequencies up to 
1.3 GHz. This idea is also nicely described by 
Sam Wetterlin.5

Figure 4 shows a wideband transmission 
response of a through calibration standard 
(traces 1 and 2) and an isolation measurement 
(trace 3) from 1 MHz to 1.3 GHz obtained 
with dynamic clock multiplier adaptation 
during the sweep as described above. Note, 
that by virtue of a through calibration prior to 
measurement, all amplitude discontinuities 
from Figure 3 have vanished. An amplitude 
accuracy of a few hundredths of a dB and a 
phase accuracy of a few tenths of a degree 
are achieved up to 1.3 GHz. Obviously the 
uncertainties increase and the dynamic range 
decreases from 500 MHz upwards because 
of a decreasing signal amplitude. Up to the 
70 cm amateur radio band a dynamic range 
of about 90 dB is achieved. Above that, 
the dynamic range drops, but still remains 
around a remarkable 70 dB.

Figure 5 shows a refl ection measurement 
on a 1 m long open ended coaxial cable over 
the same frequency range as in Figure 4. A 
SOL (short, open, load) calibration has been 
performed prior to the measurement. The 
amplitude plot nicely shows the cable attenu-
ation, which increases with frequency. The 
amplitude ripple is not a hardware error, but 
it is caused by port mismatch. This describes 
the fact that the refl ection coeffi cients of the 
calibration standards (open, short, load) are 
not exactly known to the correction algo-
rithm. The Smith chart shows the expected 
spiral, which has corners due to the rather 
small number of frequency points (200) used 
here. 

Figure 4 — Wideband transmission response of a through calibration standard from 1 MHz 
to 1.3 GHz obtained with dynamic clock multiplier adaptation during the sweep ( trace 1 
/ Mem1-dB: amplitude response;  trace 2 / Mem1-Phase: phase response) and wideband 

isolation (trace 3 / S21-dB). A through calibration has been performed prior to measurement.

Figure 5 — Refl ection measurement on a 1 m open ended coaxial cable from 1 MHz to 
1.3 GHz. A SOL (short, open, load) calibration has been performed prior to measurement.

It is quite remarkable, that the instrument 
works up to 1.3 GHz, as the mixers I used 
are only specifi ed up to 500 MHz. The latter 
originally was the targeted upper frequency 
limit. The degradation of the mixer perfor-
mance leads to measurement errors beyond 
500 MHz, though. Still, the instrument is 
suffi cient for most ham purposes up into the 

23 cm range, as hams usually don’t require 
extremely high precision results.

It is to be noted that there are also mea-
surement errors due to interference at some 
integer multiples of the DDS input clock fre-
quencies. Remember that the design contains 
no signal shaping RF fi lters whatsoever. The 
interferences were mostly avoided so far by 
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selection of the measurement frequency grid. 
One such interference can be seen in Figure 
6, where it manifests itself as a peak with 
about 0.15 dB amplitude in trace 2 at about 
360 MHz (= half of the DDS core clock fre-
quency). It is caused by interference of two 
aliases, which happen to cross there, when 
the DDSs are swept.

Figure 6 shows a high precision com-
parison of reflection coefficients between 
VNWA2.1 and Rohde & Schwarz ZVM 
measurements on a 30 cm open ended low 
loss semi rigid coaxial cable in the fundamen-
tal VNWA frequency range up to 600 MHz. 
In the Smith chart, only the VNWA2.1 data is 
shown, since the data of both instruments are 
so similar, that they cannot be distinguished 
there. This is also seen from the amplitude 
traces 1 and 2. Note, that their scales are only 
0.02 dB per division, demonstrating, that 
the VNWA2.1 works very accurately up to 
500 MHz. Note, that it is most challenging to 
precisely measure refl ection coeffi cients near 
magnitude 1.

Figure 7 shows the wideband measure-
ment of a “real” device, namely a 1 GHz 
SAW fi lter. Also, this measurement has been 
obtained by dynamically switching the clock 
multipliers during the sweep. Obviously, 
the dynamic range of the instrument is still 
good enough to measure such a device at 
1.3 GHz.

Due to the huge usable continuous fre-
quency range from 1 kHz to 1.3 GHz, it 
makes sense to perform measurements 
on a logarithmic frequency grid with the 
VNWA2.1, in order to obtain Bode plots. A 
simple example is shown in Figure 8. It shows 
a Bode plot of the transmission through an 
SMA T, terminated with a 120 nH SMD 
inductor at the base of the T (S21, trace 2) 
compared to the transmission of the through 
calibration standard (Mem4, trace 1) from 
1 kHz to 1.3 GHz. In the lower frequency 
region, the ohmic resistance of the inductor 
limits the attenuation to about 40 dB. The 
mid frequency region shows the expected 
linear decrease of the attenuation on the dou-
bly logarithmic scale, due to the increasing 
ac resistance of the inductor with increasing 
frequency. Traces 3 and 4 (Cus2 and Cus4) 
show two different simulations of the trans-
mission through the T. Trace 3 uses the actu-
ally measured refl ection coeffi cient of the 
inductor, which is stored in Mem1, to calcu-
late the T transmission. Trace 4 uses a simple 
model of an ideal 120 nH inductor connected 
in series with a resistor of 0.26  to simulate 
the T transmission. Trace 5 (Mem1) actually 
shows the measured series resistance of the 
inductor. Note, that all simulations have been 
performed within the VNWA measurement 
software, which includes a parser and com-
piler for complex mathematical expressions. 

Figure 6 — High precision comparison of refl ection coeffi cients between VNWA2.1 and 
Rohde & Schwarz ZVM measurements on a 30 cm open ended low loss semi rigid coaxial 

cable in the fundamental VNWA frequency range up to 600 MHz. Trace 1 / Mem4: ZVM; Trace 
2 / S11: VNWA2.1.

Figure 7 — Wideband measurement of a 1 GHz SAW fi lter. The fi lter isolation of 60 dB at 1.3 
GHz can still be measured.

So, measurement results can be manipulated 
in real-time during the sweep or simulation 
traces can be calculated and displayed in 
customized ways. Figure 9 shows the input 
mask of the mathematical expression parser 
containing the impedance formula of the 
lossy 120 nH inductor normalized to 50  

used in the simulation trace 4 in Figure 8.

Summary and outlook
I have described a very simple computer-

based vector network analyzer, which oper-
ates on a continuous frequency band from 
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1 kHz to 1.3 GHz, thus still covering the 
23 cm Amateur Radio band. The wide 
operating frequency range was obtained by 
deliberately using aliasing frequencies of 
the built-in direct digital synthesizers and by 
dynamically switching their clock frequen-
cies during the measurement sweep. The 
design is implemented on a single two layer 
printed circuit board with all components 
placed on the top layer. The board is powered 
by a single non-stabilized 4.5 V to 5.5 V dc 
source consuming a current of 350 mA. 

The design is very experimental, as the 
DDS chips and the mixers are operated well 
outside their specifi cation limits. Therefore, 
I do not intend to provide preassembled 
boards. Nevertheless, I would like to give 
experimenters the possibility to work with 
such an instrument by providing unassem-
bled printed circuit boards. Good experience, 
steady hands and an excellent eye sight are 
required for manual assembly. Look at my 
Web site for details and for my most recent 
VNWA software.6, 7

also www.mydarc.de/DG8SAQ/VNWA/
2Professor Dr. Thomas C. Baier, DG8SAQ, 

“Letters to the Editor,” QEX, Jul/Aug 2007, 
ARRL.

3www.analog.com/en/rfi f-components/
direct-digital-synthesis-dds/ad9859/
products/product.html 

4Professor Dr. Thomas C. Baier, DG8SAQ, 
“A Low-Cost, Flexible USB Interface,” QEX, 
Jan/Feb 2008, ARRL, pp 11-15.

5Sam Wetterlin, “Using DDS Aliases to Extend 
the Frequency Range,” www.wetterlin.org/
sam/AD9952/MultipleClockAliases.pdf 

6www.mydarc.de/DG8SAQ/NWA.html
7Please see www.SDR-kits.net or contact 

sdrkits@gmail.com for information about 
the availability of circuit boards and kits. 
Details are being worked out at press time.

Professor Dr. Thomas Baier, MA, teaches 
physics, mathematics and electronics at 
the University of Applied Sciences in Ulm, 
Germany. Before his teaching assignment, 
he spent 10 years of work on research and 
development of surface acoustic wave fi lters 
for mobile communication with Siemens and 
EPCOS. He holds 10 patents.

Tom, DG8SAQ, has been a licensed radio 
amateur since 1980. He prefers the soldering 
iron to the microphone, though. His interests 
span from microwave technology to microcon-
trollers. Lately, he has started Windows pro-
gramming with Delphi. Tom spent one year in 
Oregon USA rock climbing and working on his 
master’s degree.

Figure 9 — VNWA software input mask 
showing the impedance formula of the lossy 
120 nH inductor normalized to 50  used in 

the simulation trace 4 of Figure 8.

Figure 8 — Bode plot of the transmission through an SMA T connector, terminated with a 
120 nH SMD inductor at the base of the T (S21, trace 2) from 1 kHz to 1.3 GHz. Also shown 

are two simulations of the transmission (Cus2, trace3, calculated from measured S11 of the 
inductor), (Cus5, trace 4, calculated with model inductor 120 nH in series with 0.26 ) and 

the transmission of the through calibration standard (Mem4, trace 1). Note that all mentioned 
traces have been shifted in reference level positions for better visibility. Mem1, trace 5 shows 

the measured real part of the inductor impedance. 

I want to thank Dan, M0DFI, for a great 
job laying out the circuit board. I also want to 
thank Hermann, DF2DR, Andreas, DL1TT, 
and Ferdinand, DB2SG for great support 
on board production and for beta-testing the 
project and Stefan Fuchs for his support with 
the ZVM reference measurements.

Notes
1Professor Dr. Thomas C. Baier, DG8SAQ, “A 

Low Budget Vector Network Analyzer for AF 
to UHF,” QEX, Mar/Apr 2007, ARRL. See 
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1Notes appear on page 40.

We can often use a tool like GNU Octave 
to refute, validate, or just study various pub-
lished formulas and assertions.1 The ARRL 
Antenna Book asserts, for instance, that 
Equation 16 and Figure 14 on Page 24-10 
give the additional loss that must be added to 
the matched line loss of a transmission line to 
determine the total line loss of the transmis-
sion line, when the load (antenna) connected 
to the line is not matched to the impedance of 
the line.2 The graph also appears in The 2009 
ARRL Handbook and in older ARRL publi-
cations at least as early as 1952.3, 4, 5 Equation 
1, below is Equation 16 and Figure 1 in this 
article is a reproduction of the graph.

 

[Eq 1]

where a = 10ML/10 = matched-line loss 
ratio.

Keep in mind that we can calculate the 
refl ection coeffi cient, ρ, from the SWR.

 [Eq 2]

First, we can use Octave to verify that 
the graph accurately represents Equation 1. 
Although we could write a script fi le, this is a 
good application for use of Octave’s interac-
tive mode. We’ll simply type the equations 
from the Octave command line as:

octave:1> m_loss_dB = 2;
octave:2> SWR = 4;
octave:3> a = 10 ^ (m_
loss_dB / 10);
octave:4> rho = (SWR 
- 1) / (SWR + 1);
octave:5> total_loss_dB = 
10 * log10((a ^ 2 - rho ^ 
2) / (a * (1 - rho ^ 2)))
total_loss_dB = 3.2664

The semicolons at the ends of most of 
the lines suppress outputs from those cal-
culations. We’ll omit the semicolon from 
the expression for total_loss_dB, and its 
value will be printed as soon as we execute 
that expression by pressing ENTER. By 
using the command line editor feature of 
Octave, we can scroll back to expressions 
for m_loss_dB, SWR, a, and , change them 
and re-execute their code, and then execute 
the code for total_loss_dB again for different 
values. Doing this for several values of loss 
and SWR demonstrates that Figure 1 does 
represent Equation 1 very well.

Technically, we should have considered 
the fact that the absolute value of  is used 
in Equation 1. If we restrict our SWR values 
to positive real numbers greater than or equal 
to 1, though, we can assume that taking the 
absolute value of  — abs(rho) in Octave — 
is unnecessary.

What about the mismatch between the 
transmitter and the line, though? Won’t that 
determine how much power is redirected 

toward the load? Let’s assume that we have 
a transmitter with a source impedance of
50  (RS in Figure 2) connected to an 
antenna through a 50  transmission line. 
There is, therefore, no mismatch between the 
transmitter and the line. If there is a mismatch 
at the load end of the line, the power refl ected 
from the load will pass back along the line to 
the transmitter and will all be absorbed by 
the source impedance. None of the returned 
power will therefore be re-reflected back 
toward the load. 

Now let's change RS in Figure 2 to 0 . 
There will, of course, be more power trans-
mitted toward the load, but we can reduce 
VS by half and cause the same power to be 
transmitted toward the load as was transmit-
ted by the 50  transmitter. This mismatch 
between the load and the transmitter will pro-
vide complete re-refl ection of the refl ected 
wave and more power will reach the load 
than was the case when the source and line 
were matched. 

Our concern is bolstered by the fact that 
a procedure and equations in Reference Data 
for Radio Engineers make provision for dif-
ferent losses depending on whether there are 
mismatches at one end only or at both ends 
of a transmission line.6 So how can Equation 
16 and Figure 14 of The ARRL Antenna Book 
ignore the interaction between mismatches? 
Have we found a fl aw in a concept that has 
been around for decades? 

We can look into this matter by using a 
GNU Octave script from one of our previ-

Octave for SWR
Let Octave perform the calculations for SWR and line loss, to verify an 

equation and graph.

2 2

2
Total Loss (dB) 10 log

1

a

a
 

SWR 1
SWR 1

 

Figure 1 — Additional line loss due to 
standing waves (SWR, measured at the 

load). To determine the total loss, in dB, add 
the matched-line loss to the value from this 

graph.

Figure 2 — Generator (transmitter), 
transmission line, and load (antenna).
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Figure 3 — Generator (transmitter) 
connected directly to load (antenna)

Table 1
Octave Code for Additional Transmission Line Loss Calculations

#! /usr/bin/octave -qf
#
# Print header

printf(“\n\n     *** TRANSMISSION LINE CALCULATIONS ***\n”);

# Characteristics of transmission line

f = 7.01;   #   FREQUENCY IN MHz
d = 30;     #   LENGTH OF LINE IN FEET
a = 2.0;    #   LINE LOSS IN dB PER 100 FEET
v = 83;     #   VELOCITY FACTOR AS A PERCENTAGE
Zo = 50;    #   CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE IN OHMS

# Specify source (transmitter) and load (antenna)

VS = 2.0;
RS = 50.0;
Rt = 25;    #   REAL PART OF TERMINATING IMPEDANCE IN OHMS
Xt = -37.0; #   IMAGINARY PART OF TERMINATING IMPEDANCE IN OHMS

# Convert inputs as required

a = a ./ 1e2;                # convert dB per 100 feet to dB per foot
adB = a;                     # Save a in dB for further use
a = 0.1151 * a;              # convert dB to nepers
c = 9.836e8;                 # speed of light in feet per second
lambda = c / (1e6 * f);      # wavelength of signal in vacuum
lambda = (v / 1e2) * lambda; # adjust lambda for velocity
B = (2 * pi) / lambda;       # calculate Beta
ZL = Rt + j * Xt;            # calculate complex terminating impedance

# Calculate elements of T-equivalent network

# ZA = input series element
# ZB = output series element
# ZC = shunt element

ZA = Zo * tanh((a + j *B) * d / 2.);
ZB = ZA;
ZC = Zo / sinh((a + j *B) * d);

# Prepare matrices for solution of currents

right_side = [RS + ZA + ZC, -ZC; -ZC, ZB + ZC + ZL];
left_side = [VS; 0];

# Solve for currents

denom = det(right_side);
for m = 1: rows(right_side)
   numerator = right_side;
   for n = 1: rows(right_side)
      numerator(n, m) = left_side(n);
   endfor
   current(m) = det(numerator) / denom;
endfor

ous studies.7 The code in this script treats the 
transmission line as a T-equivalent network, 
and we’ll modify the code a bit to produce 
the outputs we would like to see for this 
study. See Table 1. We can calculate the 
power transmitted through any point in the 
circuit, if we know the current at that point 
and the resistive component of the “down-
stream” impedance, by applying the formula 
P = I2R.

Since there are various measures of loss 
available, we’ll use several of them. We’ll 
calculate the insertion loss by fi rst calculating 
the power transferred to the antenna without 
a transmission line, as shown in Figure 3, and 
then the power transferred to the antenna with 
the transmission line interposed between the 
transmitter and the antenna.8 The insertion 
loss is expressed in dB as 10 * log 10 (P1 
/ P2) where P1 is the power in the antenna 
with no line and P2 is the power in the 
antenna with the line in place. The insertion 
loss is intended to measure the performance 
degradation caused by inserting a particular 
network, circuit or, as in our case, transmis-
sion line in between a source and a load.

We’ll calculate the transducer loss by fi rst 
calculating the maximum available power 
(See Note 8.): Pm = VS2 / 4RS. We’ll then 
compare the maximum available power with 
the actual power as 10 * log 10 (Pm / P2). 
The transducer loss is intended to compare 
the power in the load in a circuit under actual 
operating conditions with the power that the 
same source could provide to an ideal load.

We’ll also use the line loss, sometimes 
called “power loss” or “transmission loss.”9, 10 
This loss is of interest because it’s the one 
specifi ed in Figure 14 of The ARRL Antenna 
Book. The Antenna Book differentiates 
between the matched line loss of the trans-
mission line and the total loss, which includes 
the line loss of the line including additional 
losses imposed by mismatches. This loss is 
the difference in powers, expressed in dB, 
transmitted in a single direction at two dif-
ferent points along a line or in a circuit or 
network. The line loss of the transmission 
line in Figure 2 is calculated as 10 * log 10 
(P3 / P2) where P3 is the power transmitted 
into the line by the transmitter and P2 is, as 
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above, the power transferred to the antenna 
by the line. We’ll call this “total line loss” in 
our code to be explicit.

The Octave code for calculating these 
measures of a transmission line appears in 
Table 1. Table 2 tabulates various inputs to 
and outputs from the code. As we found 
when we worked with The ARRL Antenna 
Book equation from the Octave command 
line, we get really good agreement between 
calculations of line loss using the T-network 
and using Equation 16 from The ARRL 
Antenna Book. Since we aren’t anticipating 
using the code to operate on matrices, we’ll 
omit the matrix dot operators that we’ve 
used in some of the previous versions of this 
code.

Note from Table 2 that, for electrically 
long lines, the insertion loss and the trans-
ducer tend to converge toward the line loss. 
For short lines, the insertion loss will gener-
ally be lower than the line loss and the trans-
ducer loss will be higher than the line loss 
when the load end of the line is mismatched.

Does all this shoot down our logical 
deductions about the interactions between 
the source and the load with respect to an 
increase in loss with SWR? Well, sort of: by 
experimenting with various source and load 
impedances, we can observe that there are 
changes in transducer loss and insertion loss 
with changes in the mismatch at either end of 
the transmission line. The line loss, though, 
responds only to changes at the load end. 
This verifi es, along with the numeric results, 
Equation 16 and Figure 14 of The ARRL 
Antenna Book. The line loss “cares” nothing 
about the source impedance because it sees 
energy fl owing from the source, but doesn’t 
care about the internal details of that source. 
The line has no way to “know” whether the 
source is transmitting all the energy for the 
fi rst time or is re-refl ecting energy returned 
from the load end mismatch.

What about, though, the treatment of mis-
matches at both the source and the load in 
Reference Data for Radio Engineers? The loss 
being compared there is the transducer loss so 
there is no confl ict with our conclusions.

Note that it is diffi cult to directly measure 
insertion loss when the “circuit” is such that 
connecting the source directly to the load is 
diffi cult, or impossible, as is often the case 
with a transmitter and an antenna connected 
via a transmission line. It would be possible 
to measure transducer loss, but not very con-
venient since a relatively precise conjugate 
load capable of dissipating the output power 
of the transmitter would have to be provided. 
For practical work, then, the line loss, which 
can readily be measured if instrumentation 
can be brought to the appropriate points 
along the line, would seem to be the most 
appropriate measure of loss for radio trans-

# Calculate SWR and refl ection coeffi cient at antenna terminals

refl _coef = (ZL - Zo) /  (ZL + Zo);
SWR = (1 + abs(refl _coef)) / (1 - abs(refl _coef));
printf(“\n  SWR = %-8.5g”, SWR);

# Calculate input impedance

Zd = Zo * ((ZL * cosh((a + j *B) * d) + Zo * ...
sinh((a + j *B) * d)) / (ZL * sinh((a + j *B) * d) ...
+ Zo * cosh((a + j *B) * d)));
for k = 1:columns(Zd)
   if imag(Zd(1,k)) < 0
      printf(“\n  INPUT IMPEDANCE = %8.5g - j%-8.5g”, ...
      real(Zd(1,k)), abs(imag(Zd(1,k))));
   else
      printf(“\n  INPUT IMPEDANCE = %8.5g + j%-8.5g”, ...
      real(Zd(1,k)), imag(Zd(1,k)));
   endif
endfor

# Calculate input power to line from source

Pwr_in = abs(current(1)) ^ 2 * real(Zd);

# Calculate power delivered to load

Pwr_load = abs(current(rows(right_side))) ^ 2 * real(ZL);

# Calculate power that would be delivered to the load
#  if the transmission line were omitted

I_no_line = VS / (RS + Rt + j * Xt);
Pwr_load_no_line = abs(I_no_line) ^ 2 * Rt;

# Calculate power delivered by source voltage

Pwr_source_v = abs(VS / (RS + Zd)) ^ 2 * real(RS + Zd);

# Calculate total line loss

Line_loss = 10 * log10(Pwr_in / Pwr_load);
printf(“\n  T-NETWORK TOTAL LINE LOSS (in dB) = %-8.5g”, Line_
loss);

# Calculate ARRL Antenna Book Total Loss (Eq. 16)

mllr = 10 ^ (d * adB / 10);
Total_loss = 10 * log10((mllr ^ 2 - abs(refl _coef) ^ 2) / ...
(mllr * (1 - abs(refl _coef) ^ 2)));
printf(“\n  ARRL EQ. 16 TOTAL LOSS (in dB) = %-8.5g”, Total_loss);

# Calculate insertion loss

Insert_loss = 10 * log10(Pwr_load_no_line / Pwr_load);
printf(“\n  INSERTION LOSS (in dB) = %-8.5g”, Insert_loss);

# Calculate transducer loss

max_avail_pwr = VS ^ 2 / (4 * RS);
Transducer_loss = 10 * log10(max_avail_pwr / Pwr_load);
printf(“\n  TRANSDUCER LOSS (in dB) = %-8.5g\n\n”, Transducer_
loss);

# end SWR_1.m script
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mission line work. In many cases, where the 
SWR is not high, the total line loss can be 
approximated well by the matched loss of the 
transmission line.
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Table 2 

SWR 1:1 1:1 3.2914 3.2914
Frequency (MHz) 7.01 7.01 7.01 7.01
Length of line (feet) 400 400 100 30
Attenuation of line 
(dB/100 feet) 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Velocity (%) 83 83 83 83
Z0 ( ) 50 50 50 50
VS (V) 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
RS ( ) 50 0.05 50 50
Rt ( ) 50 50 25 25
Xt ( ) 0 0 –j37 –j37
T-net total line loss (dB) 7.998 7.998 2.9337 0.99898
ARRL total loss (dB) 8 8 2.9343 0.99921
Insertion loss (dB) 7.998 7.998 1.9995 0.59985
Transducer loss (dB) 7.998 31.986 3.457 2.0574
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Abstract
A protocol is described for use on top 

of AX.25 in order to form multicast, push-
architecture, regulatory compliant, radio 
weather data links. This protocol is espe-
cially suited to disseminating NEXRAD 
weather surveillance radar data over 1200 
baud AFSK VHF radio links. Further, a 
larger scale system for distributing weather 
data using various means, among them radio 
links using this protocol, is discussed along 
with the current status of its implementation. 
Using the defi ned protocol over a radio link 
along with other system components, it is 
possible to ingest NEXRAD data from fast, 
operational data sources and to relay that 
data to severe weather spotter resources in 
a timely fashion, even when those resources 
have no access to the Internet or other data 
network infrastructure.

Key Words
NEXRAD, AX.25, RDTP, NOAAPORT, 

SKYWARN

Introduction
In the United States many Amateur 

Radio hobbyists participate in the National 

Weather Service’s SKYWARNTM program. 
Nationwide, this program has nearly 280,000 
trained severe weather spotters.1 While not 
all of these are Amateur Radio volunteers, 
it is evident that a large group of them, in 
fact, are amateurs. When considering the 
future direction of amateur digital commu-
nications, technologies supporting volunteer 
severe weather spotters should be seriously 
considered.

An architecture for a system which uses 
amateur packet radio as a physical link to 
disseminate real time NEXRAD weather 
surveillance radar data, as well as other rel-
evant products, in support of SKYWARN 
operations was previously presented in the
Sep 2004 issue of QST.2 Implementation chal-
lenges have since been resolved and detailed 
design has been completed. A protocol is now 
presented for use above AX.25 to support 
this data dissemination system. The proto-
col, called Radar data Datagram Transport 
Protocol over AX.25 (hereafter RDTP/
AX.25), supports multicast or point-to-point 

topology, allows data to be pushed asyn-
chronously as it is received from upstream 
sources, and maintains two-way communica-
tion for compliance with 47CFR97. Further, 
the status of this project is discussed with a 
focus on new developments since the publi-
cation of my Sep 2004 QST article.

Design Inputs
AFSK and FSK modems with typical 

data rates of 1200 and 9600 baud are readily 
available in amateur equipment, especially 
when integrated into hardware Terminal 
Node Controllers (TNCs) or software AX.25 
protocol implementations. Making use of 
this equipment simplifi es the constructions 
of an RDTP/AX.25 station. However, the 
requirement that this protocol be used over 
AX.25 is introduced. Further, the maximum 
frame length is constrained. 

The RDTP/AX.25 protocol then must 
meet these requirements:

• Be implemented on top of AX.25.
• Operate at frame sizes less than 256 

bytes.
• Viably relay at least two 5 kB messages 

 
Bytes Bits Description Value Notes 
First  Last 
0 6 All Call sign ASCII text ASCII string, unused 

bytes filled with 0x00. 
Left (byte 0) justified. 

7 7 7-4 Reserved 0 bits Always fill with 
zeroes. 

3-0 Station SSID 16-bit unsigned integer 
SSID value. 

 

Table 1
RDTP Call Sign Field Format
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Table 2
RDTP Frame Layer Header and Payload
 
 
Bytes Bits Description Value Notes 
First  Last 
0 3 All Protocol identifier 

sequence 
Literal ASCII ‘R’ ‘D’ 
‘T’ ‘P’ 

 

4 4 All Protocol version code Literal 0x00 This field is intended 
to ease protocol 
version changes. 

5 5 7 From call/SSID present 
flag 

1: From/Transmitting 
station call sign present 
0: From call sign not 
present 

 

6 N+1 parity data flag 1: This frame is N+1 
parity data 
0: This frame is not N+1 
parity data (a normal 
frame) 

 

5-4 Reserved 0 Always fill with zeroes 
3-0 From station SSID 4-bit unsigned integer 

SSID value 
Used only if byte 5, bit 
7 is set 

6 11 All From call sign without 
SSID 

Call sign as specified in 
Table 1 without SSID 

Used only if byte 5, bit 
7 is set 

N-5 
6/12 

N-5 
6/12 

All Message sequence 
number 

Increments per message 
from 0x00 through 
0xFF, then rolls around 
back to 0x00. 

 

N-4 
7/13 

N-4 
7/13 

All Frame sequence 
number 

Increments per frame 
from 0x00 

Reset at 0x00 for each 
message 

N-3 
8/14 

N-3 
8/14 

All Frames in message Total number of frames 
in this message minus 
one 

Subtracting one makes 
use of the value 0x00 
and slightly expands 
the maximum data 
length RDTP is 
capable of handling 

N-2 
9/15 

N-2 
9/15 

All Compression code 0: No compression 
2: Bzip2 

Use of libbz2 is 
recommended. 
Compression applies 
only to the payload. 

N-1 
10/16 

N-1 
10/16 

All Frame layer payload 
length 

The length in bytes of 
the payload section of 
this RDTP frame 

For example, 0x00 
would indicate no data 
section present, but 
would likely never be 
used. 

N N + 
data 
length 

 Frame layer payload 
(data section) 

A segment of a sequence 
of RDTP logical entities. 
These segments will be 
concatenated by the 
receiver in the order of 
frame sequence number, 
lowest sequence number 
first. 

This is the content of 
the RDTP message. It 
must consist of RDTP 
logical entity blocks. 
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received every fi ve minutes.
• Support multicast operation to multiple 

receivers
• Maintain two-way communications
• Be designed to simplify implementa-

tion on both Windows and Linux operating 
systems3, 4

The protocol should be able to handle 
various types of weather data, as long as the 
individual message data lengths are reason-
able. This should include radar and text data. 
The data flow is generally unidirectional, 
with a clear upstream and downstream side 
to any link. RDTP should recognize a server 
side, upstream with respect to data fl ow, and a 
client side, which is downstream with respect 
to data fl ow. The server will likely be a fi xed 
radio station, and the client could be a fi xed 
or mobile station. In a multicast situation, 
there could exist an arbitrarily large number 
of clients in a link.

Some additional discussion supporting 
these requirements is available in my QST 
article. See Note 2.

Protocol Overview
The previously stated requirements drive 

signifi cant design decisions, which are dis-
cussed in this section.

The requirement to operate on top of 
AX.25 is established, however, the func-
tional capabilities of AX.25 are not neces-
sarily required, nor even desired. Thus the 
RDTP protocol is designed to make use of 
only AX.25 Unnumbered Information (UI) 
frames. Every frame transmitted includes the 
transmitting station call sign in the appro-
priate AX.25 field. This meets 47CFR97 
requirements, but may generally be ignored 
by receiving software. The recipient call sign 
in the AX.25 frame is always stated as ASCII 
“RDTPC” for server-to-client frames and 
“RDTPS” for client-to-server frames. This 
convention resolves certain issues identi-
fi ed during implementation. The only other 
AX.25 feature functionally used by RDTP is 
the Frame Check Sequence (FCS). The cur-
rent RDTP implementation assumes that the 
AX.25 stack will have dropped any corrupted 
data, and thus all data ingested by the RDTP 
software may be considered error-free. To 
increase compatibility with available AX.25 
stacks, the AX.25 PID is always set to text, 
though it would ideally be set to a unique 
identifi er for this protocol. For reference, the 
AX.25 protocol is specifi ed in a document 
available on the TAPR Web site.5 

To realize maximum utility from low data 
rates, such as 1200 baud, compression is 
specifi ed at the RDTP frame level, and is also 
available at the weather data level. The bzip2 
algorithm was chosen, as its freely available 
implantation, libbz2, was shown to perform 
very well in informal engineering confi dence 

testing and is easily integrated into an RDTP 
software package on multiple operating 
systems. Additional compression details are 
presented in a later section of this paper. For 
more information on bzip2, see Note 6.

With these fundamental design details 
explained, the discussion may proceed to 
protocol semantics. To organize the available 
data on the server side, the concept of a named 
data stream is defi ned. Now posit there exists 
an RDTP server sourcing weather data from 
unknown upstream sources, and there further 
exist one or more RDTP clients, and that all 
of these stations share the same physical link. 
In other words, they are all tuned to the same 
frequency. The server organizes incoming 
data into logical data streams. The clients all 
desire data product which are members of 
one or more of these data streams. At the high 
level, the client server exchanges will follow 
this procedure:

• The client waits to be polled, as it shall 
not speak until spoken to. However, if an 
unspecifi ed dead air timer elapses, as in ini-
tial link establishment, it immediately con-
tacts a known RDTP server requesting one 
or more data streams.

• The server acknowledges and accepts 
or denies the client’s request for data. Other 
clients on the channel hear the acknowledge-
ment and realize that it is unnecessary to 
transmit their own request, unless said clients 
desire to request additional data streams for 
which no acknowledgement has yet been 
received.

• When new data becomes available from 
upstream, the server classifi es this data into 
a data stream, checks for an active request 
for that data stream, and if one is found then 
transmits the data in a manner such that all 
clients sharing the same physical channel 
may receive it.

• After transmitting data from a data 
stream, the server initializes a timer, which 
once elapsed, will purge the active request for 
any new data from that data stream. This will 
cause the channel to shut down until another 
client request is received.

• To keep channel access organized for 
the next round of data stream requests, the 
server will poll clients in an orderly manner. 
Clients will only speak after being spoken to, 
as previously stated, and will transmit any 
pending data stream requests in response to 
the poll. The process then repeats.

In practice, when data is not fl owing, nei-
ther the client nor server will transmit. This 
allows for multiplexed access to the physical 
channel, and more specifi cally allows some-
one else to use the frequency. To establish a 
link, a client detects dead air and transmits 
its request. When the last client in a group is 
taken off air, the server will eventually lose 
all active data stream requests, and will then 

stop transmitting. This is the ideal behavior 
for operation in the Amateur Radio Service, 
and is most polite to all band users.

Detailed Protocol Specifi cations
The requirements and high-level design 

of the RDTP protocol have been discussed 
to the greatest extent reasonable within the 
scope of this paper. The low level details of 
the protocol will now be presented.

Conventions
These conventions are followed in this 

section:
• All indices are zero-based.
• Bits are numbered by order, with the 

most significant bit assigned the highest 
order number, and the least signifi cant bit the 
lowest order number. The most signifi cant bit 
is transmitted fi rst. A numerical value for a 
byte should be represented over the physical 
channel following this convention.

• A string of bytes is numbered beginning 
with the fi rst byte in the string, which is the 
fi rst byte transmitted. This same notion for 
strings is used for data structures of num-
bered bytes.

Call Signs
RDTP call sign fi elds are fi lled as shown 

in Table 1, except for a deviation in the RDTP 
Frame Layer Header.

Frame Layer
The RDTP Frame Layer exists directly 

on top of the AX.25 UI frame. It function-
ally replaces AX.25 connected mode framing 
with special framing designed for the RDTP 
application. The most important function of 
this layer is to allow messages to be broken 
into frames and then reassembled. To support 
this, a message sequence number and frame 
sequence number are defi ned. Each individual 
message is numbered and broken into frames. 
Each frame within that message is then num-
bered sequentially. These two numbers allow 
receiving software to group frames into their 
respective messages, and then to reassemble 
them in order, even if they were transmitted 
out of order or repeated later.

Also notable is that this is the level of 
RDTP that supports data compression and 
forward error correction. A compression 
code identifi es the data as compressed or not 
compressed, and indicates the compression 
algorithm used. When the compression code 
indicates that compression is in use, only the 
data section of the frame is compressed, to 
exclude all of the headers. For forward error 
correction, simple N+1 parity of the data sec-
tion only is specifi ed. Setting the N+1 parity 
fl ag indicates that a frame is the parity frame 
for the message indicated by its message 
sequence number.

The RDTP Frame Layer specifi cation is 
presented in Table 2.
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Bytes Bits Description Value Notes 
First  Last 
0 0 All LEB ID Literal 0x00 Identifier for this type 

of LEB 
1 7 All Data stream name Free ASCII text, defined 

at the implementation or 
system level 

System administrators 
will specify data 
stream names 

8 8 All Compression code 0: No compression 
2: Bzip2 

Use of libbz2 is 
recommended. 
Compression applies 
only to the payload. 

9 10 All Length of data 16-bit unsigned big-
endian integer indicating 
the length of the data 
payload in bytes 

 

11 N =  
11 + 
data 
length  

All Data payload This is the actual 
weather data received 
from the information 
source 

 

Logical Entity Layer
The RDTP Frame Layer replaces certain 

AX.25 functionality to meet the requirements 
of this protocol. With this layer specifi ed, it is 
now possible to split and frame messages 
for radio transmission, so the discussion can 
continue to the content of those messages. 
The RDTP Frame Layer’s payload is one 
or more concatenated RDTP Logical Entity 
Blocks (LEB). The Logical Entity Blocks are 
the meaningful content of a message. In this 
section, critical blocks will be discussed and 

specifi ed one at a time.
Table 3 presents the specifi cation for the 

Data LEB. This LEB is used to transmit new 
weather data from a server to a client. The 
payload is the data message itself, in original 
format from its source or compliant to the 
same specifi cations if keeping the original 
format is not possible.

As previously discussed, a server cannot 
transmit data unless a client requests the data 
stream and the request is accepted. A client 
may send to a server a Data Request LEB to 

perform this function. This LEB is specifi ed 
in Table 4.

A server may accept and acknowledge 
or deny a Data Request LEB received from 
a client. The Request Ack LEB and Request 
Denied LEB are used for this purpose, 
respectively. They are defi ned in Table 5 and 
Table 6.

It has been previously stated that RDTP 
clients shall not speak unless spoken to, 
unless an exception applies. In normal 
operation, polling is required. A Poll LEB is 

 
Bytes Bits Description Value Notes 
First  Last 
0 0 All LEB ID Literal 0x01 Identifier for this type 

of LEB 
1 7 All Server call sign RDTP formatted call 

sign of the server which 
the data stream(s) are 
being requested from 

The AX.25 address 
fields are not used due 
to implementation 
complications 

8 8 All Number of data stream 
names 

Length of the array of 
data stream names in the 
payload 

 

9 9 + 7N All Data stream names Array of 7-byte data 
stream names. Each is 
left justified and right-
filled with 0x00 bytes as 
necessary. 

This is a simple C 
array 

Table 3
Data LEB

Table 4
Data Request LEB
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defi ned for an RDTP server to poll clients. 
Clients shall only respond when a Poll LEB 
is received giving the specifi c client permis-
sion to transmit. The Poll LEB is specifi ed 
in Table 7.

The Poll LEB introduces the concept of 
an access level. Certain systems may have 
multiple clients of different priorities. An 
example would be a system with a client 
station at an Emergency Operations Center, 
a station at another communications facil-
ity, one or more mobile stations for severe 
weather spotters, and one or more stations 
operated by general interest Amateur Radio 
hobbyists that provide little or no operational 
benefi t. The access level feature allows the 
requests of these stations to be prioritized.

Ideally, each client would be properly 
programmed with its access level, assigned 
by a system administrator. In practice, many 

 
Bytes Bits Description Value Notes 
First  Last 
0 0 All LEB ID Literal 0x07 Identifier for this type 

of LEB 
1 7 All Call sign of client 

being acknowledged 
RDTP formatted call 
sign 

 

8 8 All Number of data stream 
names 

Length of the array of 
data stream names in the 
payload 

 

9 9 + 7N All Requested data stream 
names being 
acknowledged 

Array of 7-byte data 
stream names. Each is 
left justified and right-
filled with 0x00 bytes as 
necessary. 

This is a simple C 
array 

 
Bytes Bits Description Value Notes 
First  Last 
0 0 All LEB ID Literal 0x0C Identifier for this type 

of LEB 
1 7 All Call sign of client 

being denied 
RDTP formatted call 
sign 

 

8 8 All Number of data stream 
names 

Length of the array of 
data stream names in the 
payload 

 

9 9 + 7N All Requested data stream 
names being denied 

Array of 7-byte data 
stream names. Each is 
left justified and right-
filled with 0x00 bytes as 
necessary. 

This is a simple C 
array 

 

Table 5
Request Ack LEB

Table 6
Request Denied LEB

erroneous confi gurations are anticipated, so a 
special LEB, called the Access Level Is LEB, 
is defi ned to advise clients of their access 
level. A client must comply with the assigned 
access level if it is capable of responding to 
level polls. This LEB is specifi ed in Table 8.

Presentation of additional LEB specifi ca-
tions is beyond the scope of this paper. The 
LEB specifi cations presented herein establish 
the minimum functionality for an operational 
system. Additional LEB types are specifi ed in 
a draft RDTP specifi cation.7 Readers are cau-
tioned that this is a draft specifi cation and will 
be revised in the future.

System Integration and Testing
The RDTP protocol was designed for inte-

gration into a system for ingesting weather 
data and distributing it to users who can real-

ize benefi ts from that data. As such, some 
discussion of an integrated system is appro-
priate for this paper. With much assistance, I 
have established a weather data distribution 
system that is capable of:8

• Ingesting real-time NEXRAD, GOES, 
text, and other data from the US National 
Weather Service’s NOAAPort distribu-
tion network. For more information on 
NOAAPort, see Note 9.

• Relaying that data over connections on 
top of TCP/IP or AX.25 (the subject of this 
paper).

• Building relay networks which may 
have multiple upstream data sources for 
redundancy.

• Processing that data and presenting it in 
a meaningful way, displaying it to end users 
in a Graphical User Interface.
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Bytes Bits Description Value Notes 
First  Last 
0 0 All LEB ID Literal 0x06 Identifier for this type 

of LEB 
1 1 7-4 Poll type 0: Level poll 

1: Call sign poll 
2: Wide open poll 

Any client may 
respond to a wide-open 
poll or level 0 poll. 
Level and call sign poll 
discussions are located 
with their respective 
data fields. 

3-0 Level Unsigned 4-bit integer 0 
for call sign or wide-
open polls. Otherwise, 
an unsigned 4-bit integer 
level for a level poll. 
Only clients with this 
access level or higher 
may respond. 

In practice, multiple 
level polls may be 
used, with the server 
stepping down from 15 
to 0, likely skipping 
many steps at a time. 

2 8 All Call sign being polled Call sign poll: RDTP 
formatted call sign. 
Other polls: This field 
does not exist, and the 
LEB will only be two 
bytes long. 

A call sign poll is used 
to poll a specific client. 
This functionality is 
useful to isolate clients 
that have been heard 
recently and prevent 
interference. 

Table 7
Poll LEB

Table 8
Access Level Is LEB
 
Bytes Bits Description Value Notes 
First  Last 
0 0 All LEB ID Literal 0x09 Identifier for this type 

of LEB 
1 7 All Client call sign RDTP formatted call 

sign 
 

8 8 7-4 Reserved 0 Always fill with 
zeroes. This is a 4-bit 
unsigned integer. 

3-0 Access level 4-bit access level of the 
client being addressed 

 

• Performing various other useful tasks 
such as: archiving received data, automatically 
generating mobile phone text message and 
other alerts from received National Weather 
Service statements, and driving Internet web 
sites with real time weather data.

RDTP has been used intermittently in this 
weather data distribution system for many 
years. Users have provided feedback that 
RDTP performance has been excellent. With 
reasonable processing, it has been found that a 

frame of NEXRAD data can be ingested from 
NOAAPort, stripped to the quarter of the frame 
which is of interest, relayed via a 1200 baud 
RDTP link, and processed all before that same 
frame of NEXRAD data is available on Internet 
web sites. As more Internet weather sources are 
developed and the current sources advance this 
statement will likely no longer be true, but it has 
been informally tested and found to be true as 
recent as two years prior to the writing of this 
paper. See Note 2 for more information.

Project Status and Future Work
The RDTP protocol is one small part of an 

ongoing project to ingest, distribute, and pro-
cess weather data in real time, with special 
interest to NEXRAD data. My colleagues 
and I originally referred to this project sim-
ply as the “Radar Project,” but it has since 
outgrown that term. As previously discussed, 
a weather data distribution system has been 
established which is capable of ingesting 
many different types of weather data and 
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relaying that data through complex networks 
consisting of Internet and AX.25 links to 
end users. To ease implementation, all of the 
software tools that compose this network are 
available for both the Windows and Linux 
operating systems. Indeed, this is a stated 
goal for the RDTP design. To the end user, 
a simply graphical application handles con-
nections to Internet and AX.25 data sources 
and automates data processing. Deployment 
of this system to end users is nontrivial, it is 
also not very diffi cult.

As of this writing, two NOAAPort sat-
ellite receive sites are in operation and are 
redundantly linked via the Internet through 
a backbone node. Additional fan-out Internet 
distribution nodes are available to remove 
loading from the backbone. An RDTP server 
is operated in my hometown every summer 
during critical time periods, where excellent 
system performance has been observed.

Most relevant to this paper, future work 
on this project will further defi ne the RDTP 
protocol and add useful features. Many addi-
tional LEBs have been defi ned for anticipated 
features but resources have not yet become 
available to implement and experiment with 
those envisioned features. Among the high-
est priority desired RDTP features is a more 
advanced forward error correction scheme, 
such as Reed Solomon coding. Additional 
work will focus on weather data processing 
software to expand the types of data capable 
of being processed beyond simple text, radar, 
and satellite data into graphical depiction 
of model output, radiosonde observations, 
additional types of radar and satellite data, 
and any other data types of interest. Further, 
future work will yield additional features for 
various components of the system to perform 
useful tasks. Severe weather alerting has 
been identifi ed as a specifi c area where addi-
tional features would be valuable.

Most importantly it must be stated that 
all of the core development on this project 
has been completed, and that a much larger, 
more reliable weather data distribution 
system may be created without any further 
development work. The future work of the 
highest priority is recruiting new volunteers 
to implement NOAAPort satellite receive 
sites and RDTP servers to grow the network 
infrastructure. This provides substantial ben-
efi ts to the project, notably including a large 
body of troubleshooting resources for future 
development, and increasing morale and 
providing greater value to volunteer software 
developers.
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Experimental Determination of 
Ground System Performance for 

HF Verticals 
Part 2

Excessive Loss in Sparse 
Radial Screens

1Notes appear on page 52.

In 1998, Jack Belrose, VE2CV, used NEC 
modeling to show the effect of resonant and 
non-resonant radials placed very close to the 
ground surface on the behavior of a ¼ wave-
length vertical.1 One of the observations in 
that article was that the use of a small number 
of ¼ wavelength (free space) radials, lying on 
the ground surface, could lead to much higher 
losses than expected, and that shortening the 
radials could actually reduce ground loss. 
This seems counter to more classical analy-
ses which show that making radials too long 
may be a waste of wire but does no harm. 
The classic analysis, however, does not take 
into account the possibility of resonances in 
the radial screen that might amplify the radial 
current, increasing ground loss.

The purpose of this experiment was to see 
if a real antenna would actually demonstrate 
the predicted behavior, and validate the NEC 
predictions experimentally. 

Description of the Experiment
The experiment was done in six parts 

spread over a three week period:
1) The antenna for part 1 was a telescoping 

These experimental results may surprise you, and might turn “conventional 
wisdom” upside down.

aluminum-tubing vertical, averaging 1 inch 
in diameter, with a fi xed height of 34 feet. 
The test frequency was 7.2 MHz. I used four 
no. 18 insulated wire radials lying on the 
ground surface. All four radials were of equal 
length, which was varied from 33 feet down 
to 18 feet. The impedance at the feed point, 
the transmission gain (S21) and the current 
division ratios between the radials were mea-
sured and recorded. The antenna and radials 
were isolated from ground and the feed line 
with a common mode choke.

2) For part 2, part 1 was repeated, fi rst 
isolated from ground and then with one or 
more ground stakes connected, to evaluate 
the effect of using ground stakes at the base 
of the antenna. Tests were also done without 
any radials, and with just 1, 2 or 3 ground 
stakes connected to the base plate. 

3) Part 3 of the experiment was the same 
as part 1 except with 8 radials (no ground 
stakes).

4) For part 4, the antenna was changed 
from the fixed tubing vertical to a 
remotely adjustable SteppIR vertical. In 
parts 1, 2 and 3, the antenna height was 
kept constant at 34 feet, but in this part of 
the experiment the height was changed 
to re-resonate the antenna as the radial 
number and radial lengths were changed. 

The test frequency was 7.2 MHz.
5) After completing the fi rst four parts 

of the experiment it was clear that shorten-
ing the radials from the standard free space 
¼ wavelength value did indeed improve the 
signal, at least in the case of 4 and 8 radials, 
so I wanted to see what the effect was for 16 
and 32 radials. Trimming that many radials 
to gradually shorten them, however, was a 
bit more work and wasted wire than I was 
prepared for. Instead, I ran this part of the 
experiment fi rst with 4, 8, 16 and 32, thirty- 
three foot radials, which I had on hand, and 
then with 4 ,8, 16 and 32, twenty-one foot 
radials, which were also on hand. This gave 
me two data points for each number of radi-
als. Again, the test frequency was 7.2 MHz, 
with measurements of S21 and feed-point 
impedance. 

6) Part 6 of the experiment was a check to 
see if the same kind of improvement would 
be seen at 30, 20 and 15 m by shortening 
the radials from ¼ wavelength (free space). 
This part of the experiment was not nearly 
as thorough as the fi rst fi ve parts but did con-
fi rm that the same basic behavior was pres-
ent at the higher frequencies as that seen on
40 m. The test frequencies were 10.120 MHz, 
14.200 MHz and 21.200 MHz.
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Experimental Results

Part 1
Figure 1 shows the variation in |S21| 

(magnitude of the transmission gain) as a 
function of radial length. The amplitude scale 
is normalized to 0 dB for a radial length of 
33 feet, which is approximately a ¼ wave-
length in free space at 7.2 MHz. The Y-axis 
shows the improvement in dB as the radials 
are shortened. 

The improvement is quite large, about 
2.8 dB, which would have a noticeable effect 
on signal strength. In Belrose’s paper the 
improvement was about 3.5 dB but that was 
for average soil. My average ground charac-
teristics are approximately  = 0.015 S/m and 

r = 30, which is quite a bit better than aver-
age ground. These values were derived from 
ground probe measurements.2 One would 
expect more improvement for poorer soil.

An earlier experiment in which the 
current distribution on a 33 foot radial, at 
7.2 MHz, was measured, gave the results 
shown in Figure 2.

A quick check was made during the pres-
ent experiment, and the current distribution 
appeared to be essentially the same. From 
the current distribution we can see that the 
radial in Figure 2 is resonant well below 
7.2 MHz. To move the current maxima back 
to the base of the vertical we would have to 
reduce the radial length by about 10 feet. 
Looking back at Figure 1, we see that we 
are very close to the maximum |S21| when 
the length has been reduced by 10 feet to
23 feet. What appears to be happening is that 
we are tuning the radials to resonance (or at 
least close to it) at 7.2 MHz to compensate 
for the loading effect of the soil in close prox-
imity to the radial wire. 

The division of current between the radi-
als was measured for 18 foot and 33 foot 

Figure 1 —  This graph shows the improvement in |S21| as the 
radials were shortened. There were four radials lying on the 

ground surface.
Figure 2 — This graph shows the relative current amplitude 

along a radial.

Table 1
Current Division Between Radials Normalized to 1 A of Total Base Current.

Radial Number In, 33-Foot Radials (A) In, 18-Foot Radials (A)
1 0.24 0.26
2 0.24 0.25
3 0.25 0.25
4 0.27 0.24

Table 2
Measured Feed Point Impedances

Radial length Feed Point Impedance
(ft) (Ω)

33 135 + j 28
30 108 + j 55
27 83 + j 51
24 67 + j 37
21 60 + j 22
18 57 + j 8

lengths. Table 1 shows the results. The cur-
rent division was quite uniform and the dif-
ferences too small to have signifi cant effect 
on the observed gain changes.

The variation of feed-point impedance as 
the radial lengths were shortened (with the 
vertical height constant at 34 feet) is shown 
in Table 2.

Parts 2 and 3
Part 1 was done during a week of heavy 

rain. Parts 2 and 3 were performed 8 days 
after part 1, when the soil had drained and 
dried out signifi cantly so the ground charac-
teristics may have changed somewhat. 

The next step in the experiment was to 
expand the radial count from 4 to 8 radials 
and also to investigate the effect of using 
grounding stakes (4 foot copper clad steel 

rods) connected at the base of the antenna. 
Measurements with 4 and 8 radials were 
repeated in each run. This run was with a 
fi xed height for the vertical (34 feet). The 
results are shown in Figure 3. 

At all lengths, 8 radials are an improve-
ment over 4. With 8 radials, the amount 
of improvement with radial shortening is 
smaller but still useful. We can also see that 
adding a ground stake in the case of 4 radials 
also makes a substantial improvement but we 
should keep in mind that my soil would be 
classifi ed as “very good” so we would expect 
ground stakes to be more effective than they 
would be in poorer soil.

The results for the case of no radials and 1, 
2 or 3 ground stakes, normalized to the cases 
of four 33 foot radials and four 21 foot radi-
als, with no ground stakes, are given in Table 
3. Vertical height was constant at 34 feet.

Part 4
In part 4 I changed to the SteppIR verti-

cal and adjusted the height to re-resonate the 
vertical for each radial length. The results are 
shown in Figure 4, which are very similar to 
the results for constant height given in Figure 
3. No ground stakes were employed. 

Part 5
From the earlier test results, I could see 

that the improvement due to radial shortening 
decreased as the number of radials increased. 
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In this part of the experiment the number of 
radials was extended to include 16 and 32 
radials to quantify that difference. The test 
was conducted with sets of 4, 8, 16 and 32 
thirty-three foot radials, and then repeated 
with the same numbers of 21-foot radials. 
The StepIR antenna was used, and its height 
was adjusted to re-resonate as the radials were 
altered. The results are tabulated in Table 4. 
These measurements were made several 
days after those used in Figure 4, so there are 
some differences because of small changes in 
the ground characteristics, radial layout, and 
other conditions. These day-to-day variations 
are a major reason for repeating some parts of 
earlier experiments multiple times and trying 
to do a complete experiment in a short period 
of time (a couple of hours). 

It should be noted that a ground system 
consisting of only four radials is really fl aky. 

Table 3
Test Results for no Radials and 1, 2 or 3 Stakes, Compared to 4 Radials with no Ground Stakes.

Number of Stakes Feed Point Z (Ω) Compared to Four 33-Foot Radials,  Compared to Four 21-Foot Radials
  No Ground Stakes (dB) No Ground Stakes (dB)
1 77 + j 40 2.67 –0.95
2 69 + j 30 3.09 –0.53
3 66 + j 26 3.25 –0.37 

Figure 3 — This graph shows the change in |S21| with radial length. 
The vertical antenna height was a constant 34 feet.

Figure 4 — This graph shows the change in |S21| with radial length. 
I adjusted the SteppIR antenna height to resonance for each radial 

length.

Table 4
Results for 4, 8, 16 and 32 Radials, with Lengths of 33 Feet and 21 feet.

Number 33-Foot Radials 21-Foot Radials 33-Foot Radials 21-Foot Radials
 Feed Point Feed Point |S21| Relative to Four  |S21| Relative to Four Delta Gain Change (dB)
 Impedance (Ω)  Impedance (Ω) 33-Foot Radials (dB) 33-Foot Radials (dB)

4 89.8 52.5 0 3.08 +3.08
8 51.8 45.6 2.26 3.68 +1.42
16 40.5 42.8 3.76 3.95 +0.19
32 37.7 41.6 4.16 4.04 –0.12

Measurements vary signifi cantly with small 
variations in radial layout, changes in soil 
moisture, placement of the feed line relative 
to the radials, and so on. Shortening the radi-
als does seem to reduce this sensitivity, but 
even so, a four radial system should only be 
an emergency measure. 

As expected, as the number of radials is 
increased the change due to radial shorten-
ing gets much smaller. Over the very good 
ground on which these measurements were 
made, shortening the radials gave only a 
modest advantage when more than 8 radials 
were used. Over poorer soils, however, radial 
shortening with 16 radials might be worth 
doing. The lower value for feed point imped-
ance (Zi) with 33-foot radials is at least in 
part due to the shorter height needed to reso-
nate. For 21-foot radials the height had to be 
increased to re-resonate the antenna.

It is interesting to note that with 32 radi-
als, the 33-foot radials were actually slightly 
better (0.12 dB) than 21-foot radials. Quite 
probably there was some optimum length 
in-between that may have been slightly 
higher than either, but that is not likely to be 
very large and I decided it wasn’t worth the 
trouble to cut up a set of 32 radials to fi nd 
out. The important point is that the changes 
in gain, input impedance and height varia-
tion to re-resonate all get much smaller when 
more radials are used. I would think that with 
32 or more radials you wouldn’t worry about 
resonances in the radial screen. The problem 
is only important when fewer than 16 radials 
are deployed. 

Table 5 shows the antenna height (h) in 
inches. This is the reading from the control 
box. The actual height is about 12 inches 
longer due to the height above ground of the 
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reel and the lengths of connecting wires, plus the length of radials 
from the reel box to ground surface. The columns for h do, however, 
give an idea of the change in height. In the case of 33-foot radials the 
change is quite large (20 inches) between 4 and 32 radials. On the 
other hand with 21-foot radials the change in h with radial number is 
very small, factions of an inch. The values in the Table are rounded 
off to the nearest inch.

Part 6
In the fi nal part of this experiment the effect of radial shortening 

on 30, 20 and 15 m was examined. This was really just a quick look 
using radials left over from the earlier parts of the experiment, cut 
down from them rather than making up a new set of ¼ wavelength 
(free space) radials for each band. In all three cases 8 radials were 
used. The test frequencies were: 10.120 MHz, 14.200 MHz and 
21.200 MHz. The corresponding free space ¼ wavelengths would 
have been, 24.3 feet, 17. 3 feet and 11.6 feet respectively. The results 
are shown in Tables 6, 7 and 8. The value for |S21| is the actual mea-
surement.

One oddity in this data was that the best radial length on both 
30 and 20 m was the same, about 15 feet. There is some dispersion 
(variation with frequency) in the soil characteristics but I don’t think 
that’s a full explanation. In all cases the optimum length was well 
short of the free space ¼ wavelength. I think this part of the experi-
ment needs to be rerun cutting down from full length radials. This 
will be done at some future time. 

NEC Modeling
At this point it was clear that Belrose’s original work was basi-

cally confirmed experimentally, but I was curious to see how 
closely this data could be replicated using NEC4-D modeling soft-
ware (EZNEC Pro + MultiNEC). The fi rst trial model employed
4 radials with lengths from 6.4 m (21 feet) to 10 m (33 feet). The 
wire table for this model is given in Table 9. The radials were placed 
5 mm above 0.01/14 soil. The test frequency was 7.2 MHz and the 
vertical height was adjusted to maintain resonance as the radial num-
ber was changed.

We can compare the maximum gain data against the experimental 
data for 4 radials (from Figure 4) as shown in Figure 5.

The match in gain data is very good, as was the current distribu-
tion on the radials. The impedance data was also close. We can also 
see what NEC predicts about the current distribution on a radial as 
we change the length. Figure 6 shows the current distribution on a 
33-foot radial for NEC model 1.

Figure 6 looks very similar to the experimental measurement 
shown in Figure 2. When we shorten the radials to 21 feet, we get 
the current distribution shown in Figure 7. This is very close to reso-
nance.

The match in gain and current distribution, however, is really too 
good to be believed. First of all, this is not an exact model of the real 
antenna. The vertical uses a strip of beryllium-copper, not a no. 12 
wire, and I believe my ground characteristic is better than the 0.01/14 
used in the model. Models with wires very close to the ground sur-

Figure 7 — Here is the current distribution on a 21 foot radial (NEC 
model).

Table 5
Indicated Height of the Vertical.

Number 33-Foot Radials 21-Foot Radials
of Radials h (inches) h (inches)
4 357 381
8 366 382
16 374 382
32 377 382

Table 6
30 m, ¼ Wavelength Free Space = 24.3 Feet.

Radial Length (ft) Zi (Ω) |S21| (dB) h (in)
21 44.4 –62.31 260
20 41.6 –61.12 261
18 41.0 –61.84 264
16 42.6 –61.78 267

Figure 5 — Here is a comparison between NEC modeling run 1 and 
the experimental data using 4 radials taken on May 8, 2008.

Figure 6 — This graph shows the current distribution on a 33 foot 
radial (NEC model).
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Table 10
Zi and Peak Gain
Freq (MHz) L M    R at Src1 X at Src1 SWR(50 ) Max Gain
7.200 9.056 10 83.15 0.03 1.663 –4.41
7.200 9.275 9.45 65.72 0.01 1.314 –3.22
7.200 9.535 8.84 54.59 0.00 1.092 –2.12
7.200 9.757 8.23 49.83 –0.01 1.003 –1.45
7.200 9.955 7.62 48.23 –0.02 1.037 –1.04
7.200 10.136 7.01 48.48 0.01 1.031 –0.81
7.200 10.306 6.4 49.91 –0.02 1.002 –0.70

Where L is the height of the vertical in meters and M is the length of the radials in meters.

Table 7
20 m, ¼ Wavelength Free Space = 17.3 Feet.

Radial Length [ft] Zi (Ω) |S21| (dB) h (in)
16 37.8 –62.03 178
15 36.0 –61.84 179
14 35.0 –61.91 181

face are very sensitive to small changes in 
the model and wire segmentation. A change 
in height as small as 1 mm when the wires 
are at 5 mm above ground, makes a very 
substantial change in the results. By diddling 
the model, I can get the kind of match shown 
in Figure 5, but when I go the other way and 
attempt to use the model to predict the behav-
ior of the real antenna, the results could be 
way off. When it comes to wires very close 
to ground — distances comparable to the 
wire diameter — NEC replicates the general 
behavior but you do not know enough of the 
details of the real antenna and it’s immedi-
ate environment to expect exact quantitative 
results from the model. 

In addition, the characteristics of real soil 
vary widely even at a fi xed location: verti-
cally, horizontally and over time. The soil 
will very likely have grass (weeds?) over it, 
which varies in length and water content dur-
ing the year. We will seldom have more than a 
general idea what our ground characteristics 
are even with ground probe measurements. 

Table 8
15 m, ¼ Wavelength Free Space = 11.6 Feet.

Radial Length [ft] Zi (Ω) |S21| (dB) h (in)
9 27.3 –60.34 60
8 30.0 –60.29 60
7 34.3 –60.11 60
6 41.0 –60.46 60

Table 9
Model Wire Table
End 1    End 2   Diameter Segs  Show Lengths in  • m   O  wl
X (m) Y (m) Z (m) X (m) Y (m) Z (m) (mm or #) (359)  Wire Length Seg Len
40 m gp 4 rad A

0.000 0.000 0.005 0.000 0.000 10.306 #12 103  W1 10.301 0.100
0.000 0.000 0.005 6.400 0.000 0.005 #12 64  W2 6.400 0.100
0.000 0.000 0.005 0.000 6.400 0.005 #12 64  W3 6.400 0.100
0.000 0.000 0.005 -6.400 0.000 0.005 #12 64
0.000 0.000 0.005 0.000 –6.400 0.005 #12 64

We will also not really know the height above 
ground to a fraction of mm! The radials will 
be buried somewhere in the grass, so who 
knows what the effective height really is. 

Final comments
The effect that showed up initially in 

Belrose’s article and in later NEC model-
ing appears to be real. I think it is clear that 
in a sparse radial system lying directly on 
the ground surface, it is possible to incur 
substantial additional ground losses over 
what we might expect. The prediction from 
NEC modeling of this effect appears to be 
confi rmed, at least qualitatively. I have been 
able to reproduce it experimentally mul-
tiple times, on multiple bands, with different 
antennas. 

While NEC predicts the effect, you can’t 
rely on NEC modeling for exact predictions. 
You will have to do fi nal adjustment in the 
field. This is not a general indictment of 
NEC. When the antenna has not been right 

down next to the ground surface, I have 
found NEC predictions to be very good when 
I went out and built the actual antenna. 

We have a couple of ways to attack the 
problem of radial resonance and excess 
ground loss: fi rst, cut the radials to be near 
resonance while lying on the ground. That 
works if you have the instrumentation, but is 
hardly a practical approach in general. The 
second and much more practical approach is 
to use at least 16, or better yet, 32 radials. As 
I pointed out earlier, ground systems using 
only a few radials are a poor idea for many 
reasons.

Notes
1J. Belrose, VE2CV, “Elevated Radial Wire 

Systems For Vertically Polarized Ground-
Plane Type Antennas, part 1 — Monopoles,” 
Communications Quarterly, Winter 1998, 
pp 29-40.

2R. Severns, N6LF, “Measurement of Soil 
Electrical Parameters at HF,” ARRL, QEX, 
Nov/Dec 2006, pp 3-9.
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Photo 3 — This is a complete HPSDR transceiver consisting 
of (front to back) Mercury direct-sampling receiver; Ozy USB 

interface; Penelope ½ W direct up-conversion transmitter. 
These boards are plugged into the Atlas six-slot backplane. The 

connector in the foreground on the Atlas backplane is a standard 
ATX power connector.

TAPR Announces 
HPSDR Mercury 
Direct-Sampling 
Receiver

The Mercury direct-sampling receiver board is the latest addition 
to the growing family of Software Defi ned Radio (SDR) compo-
nents developed by the High Performance Software Defi ned Radio 
(HPSDR) group and manufactured by TAPR. The Mercury receiver 
board interfaces to a PC through its companion USB interface board 
(Ozy) and backplane (Atlas). More information is available on the 
Internet at www.hpsdr.org and www.tapr.org.

Mercury Specifi cations:
ADC overload: -12dBm (preamp on), +8dBm (preamp off)
MDS (500Hz), 160m - 6m: -138dBm (preamp on), -118dBm 

(preamp off)
IP3 equivalent (independent of spacing): +33dBm (preamp on), 

>+50dBm (preamp off)
BDR (5kHz, 1dB GC): -119dBm (ADC overload limited, not 

phase noise limited)
122.88MHz clock phase noise: -149dBc/Hz at 1kHz spacing

Mercury Features:
100kHz - 55MHz frequency coverage
LTC6400-20 20dB LNA (software switchable)
LTC2208 16-bit ADC sampling at 122.88Msps
Front-end low-pass fi lter and ADC anti-aliasing fi lter
SSB, AM, C-AM, FM, CW, PSK etc
Seventeen unbuffered digital I/O from FPGA to header connec-

tor
On board audio CODEC for line and headphone outputs
Alexiares (RF Preselector) SPI control and power interface
Clocking options: 
  On board ultra low phase noise 122.88 MHz crystal oscillator 

phase locked to on board 10MHz TCXO or external 10MHz refer-
ence such as Gibraltar. 

  122.88MHz output available via LVDS 
  Optional external VHF clock input via LVDS 
  10MHz TCXO available via Atlas bus 

Altera EP3C25 Cyclone 3 FPGA based DDC (digital down-con-
version) enabling future code upgrades

Atlas bus compatible, USB interface to PC via Ozy board (no 
sound card required)

I and Q balance adjustment not required due to direct sampling 
of RF input

Supported by PowerSDR  software

Photo 1 — This is the last of three Mercury prototypes. The TAPR 
production units will be identical to this hand-built prototype. The 

voltage regulators are along the left side. The 122.88 MHz low phase-
noise oscillator is the large silver can in the upper left corner. The RF 

front-end circuitry is in the upper right corner; the RF signal fl ows 
from the BNC input on the right to the LT2208 ADC (square chip in 

the middle) where it is digitized and fed to the Altera EP3C25 Cyclone 
3 FPGA (large chip in the middle). On the right edge, from bottom 
to top are headphone and line outputs; SPI interface to the Alex 

Preselector; and forward and reverse power signals to the analog 
converter on the Penelope transmitter. The 96-pin DIN connector 

along the bottom plugs into the Atlas backplane.

Photo 2 — This is a close-up of the Mercury RF front-end. Signals 
fl ow from the BNC on the right to the LTC2208 130 Msps ADC (large 
square chip) on the left. In order from right to left are: BNC RF input; 

attenuator relay; 50 MHz low-pass fi lter; coupling transformer; 
LTC6400 20 dB LNA; LTC2208 ADC. The components between the 
LNA and the ADC form an anti-aliasing fi lter. On the extreme left is 

an LVDS clock buffer.
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SDR: Simplified

1Notes appear on page 56.

This issue begins a new column dedicated 
to software defi ned radios and digital signal 
processing.

Gerald Youngblood, K5SDR, has done 
a fantastic job of bringing SDR to the reach 
of many amateurs with his series of QEX 
articles, and the Flex Radio products.1 Others 
have implemented designs like the Soft Rock 
that use simple RF circuits to get the signals 
down to “audio” for work with a sound card. 
We will be looking at techniques that move 
the RF as close as possible to the antenna. 
The “Holy Grail” of software defi ned radios 
is hooking a DAC and an ADC directly to 
the transmit/receive switch. Components 
are getting faster and allowing designs to 
move higher in frequency and closer to the 
antenna.

We will start with some experiments using 
the PC sound card as an arbitrary waveform 
generator (a fancy signal generator) and using 
some software tools to look at signals.

Intended Audience
I hope you are included in my target au-

dience. I am writing this column for readers 
who have heard of software defi ned radios, 
and who have read about some of the con-
cepts, but who still feel a bit “in the dark” 
about how this all works. If you are anxious 
to take your understanding to the next level, 
then I believe this column will help you. Here 
are the skills and tools that will make it pos-
sible to fully participate in the presentations 
and the laboratories:

You will need some exposure to the 1) C 
language or Pascal/Delphi, but the ex-
amples can also help you learn these
Analog RF experience2) 
A PC with a sound card3) 
Average high school math ability (trigo-4) 
nometry and algebra)
Windows media player or other WAV 5) 
fi le player
An oscilloscope is nice to have but not 6) 
required
Roxio 7) Wave Editor is also nice to have 
but not required

Most of the folks doing DSP work tend to 
be math or computer science wizards rather 
than interested in RF electronics. Usually by 
the fi fth page of most DSP books or articles 
by those types of authors, my eyes glaze over 
from the complex math involved. We can’t 

Ray Mack, W5IFS 

17060 Conway Springs Ct, Austin, TX 78717; w5ifs@arrl.net

get away from the math entirely, but we can 
do almost all of the work with just basic high 
school trigonometry and algebra. We will use 
some of that trig in our fi rst lab.

Software and Hardware Resources
We are really lucky that almost all of the 

software tools we need are free. Here is a list 
of packages you should download:

Visual C++1)  — www.microsoft.com/
express/product/default.aspx
Visual Basic2)  — www.microsoft.com/
express/product/default.aspx
uCLinux3)  for the Blackfi n DSP IC  — 
//blackfi n.uclinux.org/gf/
SDR: Simplifi ed Utilities in the 4) QEX 
fi les section of the ARRL Web site, 
www.arrl.org (These files will be 
updated concurrent with each install-
ment).2

Gnuplot5)  — www.gnuplot.info/
In future installments, we will be doing 

laboratories with the Analog Devices Blackfi n 
537 IC. This is a digital signal processor with 
hardware support for high speed signals and 
also some regular computer CPU features. 
This is in contrast to a PC and its sound card, 
where it is a computer fi rst and signal proces-
sor second. The Blackfi n BF537 is available 
from DigiKey on the BF537 Stamp evaluation 
board, which costs $212.50. We will also need 
the AD7476 ADC board ($32) and we will 
make a DAC output board. There are boards 
for various processors in the EZ Kit Lite se-
ries, but those are higher priced. The Blackfi n 
family is used by Yaesu and Icom for IF DSP. 
TenTec uses the Sharc family for IF DSP.

We could have chosen DSP evaluation 
boards from TI or Freescale, but Analog 
Devices has “student priced” boards that 
are readily available from DigiKey, and 
there are open source tools available for 
the Analog Devices boards. There are open 
source tools for the other manufacturers, too. 
It is good that there are open source tools 
because buying most of the manufacturers’ 
proprietary software tools would require a 
second mortgage!

Paul Decker, KG7HF, is a manager in the 
Analog Devices DSP software tools group, 
and he has volunteered to help us to learn 
DSP. Many thanks to him for his help so far, 
and for his continued support.

Introduction to I and Q
We need to start with some background on 

the basics of signal processing before we get 
into the nitty gritty of doing the processing 
digitally. If you have done much reading on 
DSP or software defi ned radios, you have 
seen mention of I and Q. There is signifi cant 
mention of I and Q in Chapter 16 of the 2009 
edition of The ARRL Handbook.3 The “I” 
stands for “in-phase” and the “Q” stands for 
“quadrature.” Quadrature is simply a math-
ematical term that means 90° out of phase, 
so our fi rst trig identity is:

cos (A) = sin (A + 90°)
The general convention is backwards to 

the way most of us think of trigonometry. 
The cosine wave is considered the “in-
phase” reference and the sine wave is the 
“quadrature” term. By convention, RF folks 
use sine wave to talk about our waveforms, 
but the math works better when we think in 
terms of cosine waves. The math reason for 
using the cosine as the reference is that the 
cosine is symmetrical about time zero, while 
the sine is not.

The next identity is the basis for every-
thing related to quadrature analysis:

X cos (A + y) = I cos A + Q sin A
where A = 2 ×  × frequency

X = amplitude of the new waveform
y = arctan (Q / I) = phase offset from the 

reference cosine wave 
Translated: you can create a new sine 

wave of any amplitude and any phase rela-
tive to the reference cosine wave by adding 
a sine wave and a cosine wave of the same 
frequency. 

When we modulate a signal, we can vary 
the phase of the modulated signal (changing 
A + y) or vary the amplitude (changing X) 
or vary both at the same time. Varying I and 
Q simultaneously to modulate a carrier is 
called Quadrature Amplitude Modulation 
(QAM). All forms of “traditional” modula-
tion such as SSB, FM, and digital phase 
modulation can be created by applying the 
proper I and Q signals to a QAM modulator. 
When we want to recover the information 
from a modulated signal, we may only need 
amplitude information (full carrier AM) 
or phase information (FM and PM). Some 
modulation schemes require knowing both 
the phase and the amplitude to recover the 
information. Double Sideband-suppressed 
carrier AM is an example. Many digital 
modulation methods use complex combina-

2 2X I Q
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tions of phase and amplitude to transmit 
multiple bits simultaneously. 

We can use the I and Q signals in receivers 
to recover both the amplitude and the phase 
of the information of modulated signals in a 
process that is the mathematical inverse of 
the modulation process. When we start do-
ing the math using DSP, we can frequently 
do the inverse operation digitally, where an 
analog method is either impossible or very 
expensive.

Using Gnuplot
We can use Gnuplot (which is also a part 

of the Octave math package) to see that our 
quadrature formula is actually true. Gnuplot 
turns your computer into a graphing calcula-
tor. Download the Gnuplot installation fi le 
from the www.gnuplot.info/ Web site and 
install it on your computer. Search your C: 
drive for wgnuplot.ini after you have in-
stalled Gnuplot. Save the original wgnuplot.
ini fi le in a safe place on your C: drive (or use 
an alternate name to backup the fi le). One of 
the fi les in the zip fi le available for download 
from the ARRL QEX Web site is iq.plt. After 
you download the zip fi le and extract the fi les, 
copy the iq.plt fi le to the bin directory of 
your Gnuplot installation. There is also a fi le 
named wgnuplot.ini in the QEX fi les down-
load zip fi le. Replace the original version on 
your computer with this new wgnuplot.ini 
fi le from the QEX fi les. Launch wgnuplot.
exe. At the command prompt, type pwd and 
verify that the directory is C:\gnuplot\bin. If 
the path is not C:\gnuplot\bin, type the com-
mand cd “c:/gnuplot/bin.” Then type load 
“iq.plt.” Note that the quotes around the fi le 
names are required for proper operation. This 
command runs the commands in the batch 
fi le iq.plt and displays a graph, as shown in 
Figure 1. These commands take a cosine of 
amplitude 3 (shown with long dashes) and a 
sine of amplitude 4 (shown as a solid line) 
and create a new wave of amplitude 5 (shown 
as a dotted line). Notice that the dotted-line 
waveform is shifted with respect to the refer-
ence cosine wave by positive 53°, which is 
(arctan (4/3)).

Gnuplot comes from the Unix world, so 
interactions with the computer may seem 
unusual. The fi rst place this is true is fi le 
paths. You need to use the Unix/Linux con-
vention for path names. In Windows, you 
would type C:\gnuplot\bin. In Gnuplot, the 
same directory is entered as C:/gnuplot/bin. 
Notice that the pwd command produces a 
path with Microsoft backslashes but you 
must use the Unix style forward slashes for 
any command options you enter. Fortunately, 
the designers have added some features from 
the Windows command system, so repeating 
and modifying commands is easy. The most 
useful are the command repeat and editing 
keys. Up arrow and down arrow will cycle 

Figure 1 — This screen capture shows the Gnuplot graph from a fi le that plots a cosine with 
an amplitude of 3 (dashed line), a sine with an amplitude of 4 (solid line) and the sum of 

those waveforms (dotted line). 

Figure 2 — This oscilloscope display shows a cosine waveform at trace 1 and a phase shift 
keyed waveform at trace 2. Notice that trace 2 is delayed 90° from the cosine reference at fi rst, 

and then the phase shifts part way through the sweep, so that the trace is now shifted 90° 
ahead of the cosine reference signal.
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you through the command history. This is 
very useful as you edit your batch fi le and 
rerun it to see the results.

You set the appearance of the plot with 
the set commands. The last command begin-
ning on line 15 of iq.plt tells Gnuplot what 
to plot in the graph window. Notice in our 
example that there are “\” characters at the 
end of lines 15, 16, and 17. These allow you 
to split a single command across multiple 
physical lines (another Unix/Linux concept). 
The second thing to notice is that each wave-
form equation is separated from the next by 
a comma. If you leave out the comma, you 
will get an unhelpful error message. You can 
see this if you take out the comma on line 17 
of iq.plt. The error says “line 18: undefi ned 
variable: x” even though the error is really 
on line 17. You just have to struggle through 
trying to fi nd what the problem is. This is a 
“normal” programming problem where the 
error is on line 17, but the software doesn’t 
see the problem until the next line. You may 
encounter similar issues when we start writ-
ing programs in C.

There are some aspects of plots that must 
be set in wgnuplot.ini. Each computer and 
operating system has a different “terminal.” 
The lines that you use for plotting in Win-
dows are set up with the variables “Line1” 
through “Line15.” The fi rst 3 numbers set the 
color of the line (R, G, and B). The fourth 
number sets the line density for solid lines 
and the fi fth sets the type. The types are 0 — 
solid, 1 — dash, 2 — dot, 3 — dashdot and 
4 — dashdotdot.

Gnuplot has a reasonable set of help 
pages, especially when you consider that the 
folks who write the software do it for free. 
If you have good programming experience, 
the commands are pretty easy to fi gure out. 
There are a very large number of features for 
2D and 3D plotting, as well as both polar and 
rectangular presentations.

Experiments with I and Q
We can generate I and Q signals with the 

PC sound card by creating WAV fi les and 
playing them. Again, all of the fi les are on the 
ARRL Web site under QEX. Our experiment 
for this issue will be to create a Binary Phase 
Shift Keyed waveform. We will defi ne a Zero 
to be a +45° angle with respect to the cosine 
and One to be a –135° angle with respect to 
the cosine. The amplitude of the waveform 
during each bit will be 1. The fi le iq_wave.c 
creates a C program that will generate and 
play a demonstration of I-Q modulation. The 
left channel produces the reference cosine, 
and the right channel produces our modu-
lated signal. You can see the two waveforms 
in both the oscilloscope plots of Figures 2 
and 3, and the Sound Editor screen shot of 
Figure 4. Notice that the screen shot shows 
the individual samples. The PC sound card 

Figure 3 — This oscilloscope display makes it easier to see the phase shift that occurs in 
trace 2 as compared to the reference cosine waveform.

Figure 4 — This screen capture from the Roxio Wave Editor display shows a cosine reference 
signal at the top and a phase shift keyed signal at the bottom.
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fi lters the samples and smoothes the samples 
into sinusoids.

The C program is rather simple. It uses 
data arrays of interleaved left and right 
samples that I write to the output fi le in se-
quence. The logic is much simpler, since the 
program is just a sequence of writes. I used 
the values in an Excel spreadsheet to calculate 
the samples for the cosine, the sine and the 
one and zero data values. If you don’t have 
Excel, you can see the equations I used under 
each heading in the PDF fi le. The C program 
can be set up for either 48 kHz sampling to 
get an exact 8 kHz carrier, or you can use 
44.1 kHz, to create a CD-compatible WAV 
fi le. The Excel spreadsheet computes the 
sample values of ((cos(angle) + sin(angle)) 
/ 1.414) for a one. The sample values for a 
zero are ((–cos(angle) – sin (angle)) / 1.414). 
Each of these values is rounded to the nearest 
integer value. The range of values is restricted 
to –32767 and +32767 to maintain symmetry 
around zero. 

Don’t be surprised if your waveforms 
don’t match up. My Dell computer running 
Windows 2000 allowed Musicmatch Jukebox 
and Roxio Wave Editor to play the 48 kHz 
fi le. My HP computer running Windows XP 
Professional would only play the 44.1 kHz 
fi le using Windows Media Player. Another 
difference between computers was that the 
Dell played the signals with exact phase 
and the HP played the signals with a 180° 
phase shift. The differences can be attributed 
to driver differences and hardware differ-
ences.

Figure 5 — This schematic diagram shows a simple demodulator that will recover the I signal from a modulated waveform. In the next 
installment of SDR: Simplifi ed, we will use this circuit to analyze some signals. 

We can build simple hardware that will 
use the reference cosine to convert the modu-
lated BPSK signal back to the original binary 
signal. This hardware is your laboratory 
assignment until the next column. The sche-
matic of Figure 5 shows a simple demodula-
tor that just recovers the I signal. We don’t 
have enough channels in the PC sound card 
to generate both the I and Q reference. With 
BPSK, we really only need one clock that is 
synchronized to the data, and our reference 
cosine provides that sync.

In the next issue, I will explain the Ny-
quist criteria and begin our work with the 
Blackfi n part.

Notes
1Gerald Youngblood, AC5OG (now K5SDR), 

A Software Defi ned Radio for the Masses, 
Parts 1 – 4,” QEX, Jul/Aug 2002, Sep/Oct 
2002, Nov/Dec 2002, Mar/Apr 2003.

2The software fi les associated with this column 
are available for download from the ARRL 
QEX Web site. Go to www.arrl.org/qexfi les 
and look for the fi le 1x09_SDR_Simplifi ed.
zip.

3Mark Wilson, K1RO, Ed, The ARRL Hand-
book, 2009 Edition, ARRL, 2008 ISBN: 
0-87259-139-5; ARRL Publication Order No. 
1395, $44.95. ARRL publications are avail-
able from your local ARRL dealer, or from 
the ARRL Bookstore. Telephone toll-free in 
the US 888-277-5289, or call 860-594-0355, 
fax 860-594-0303; www.arrl.org/shop; pub-
sales@arrl.org.
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Letters to the Editor

VHF Frequency Multiplication 
Using the SA602 IC 
(Jul/Aug 2008)
Dear John and QEX Editor,

In the article “VHF Frequency Multiplication 
Using the SA602 IC,” there are a few misun-
derstandings. Briefl y, in my opinion:

1) This kind of multiplier must function in 
linear mode to produce the second har-
monic effectively.

2) The SA602 is a low-level device, its RF 
input is linear only up to –30 dBm input and 
limits hard at –20 dBm. Therefore, its output 
here is a square wave that doesn’t contain 
even harmonics. Also, its core is meant to 
be a switching mixer, so the oscillator input 
is out of linear mode, too.

3) AN1983 does not mention any gain 
fi gures. It states only that the second har-
monic is 10 to 15 dB higher than the funda-
mental, in output.

The circuit should be tested with much 
smaller signals and attenuation between 
stages to keep the device in linear mode in 
both inputs. Lower frequencies and an oscil-
loscope will reveal the signal forms, needed 
for linear multiplication. After all, AN1983 is 
not so bad.

— Kindly, (Mr) E-P Mänd, Finland. (Member 
of ARRL and SRAL, Technical class from 
1970; BsC); e-p.mand@pp.inet.fi .

Dear Mr. Mänd,

Thank you for your interest in my article 
and for the questions that you raise. (For 
those readers not familiar with all of the lit-
erature that concerns the NE/SA602, 
Application Note 198, published in 1987, 
states that the 1 dB compression point, 
which defi nes the upper limit of the effective 
mixer dynamic range, is about –25 dBm.) If 
I understand your letter correctly, you are 
concerned that the amplitude of the signal 
fed to the mixer is such that the mixer output 
waveform is a square wave, which contains 
no even harmonic energy, preventing the 
circuit from operating as a frequency dou-
bler. 

This concern is valid, but does the mixer 
run completely out of linearity for input sig-
nals larger than –25 dBm? In order to 
answer this question, I went back to the lab 
to measure the overtone oscillator/mixer 
circuit formed by U1, L1, R1, Y1, and 
C1–C5 only, in both the time and frequency 
domains. 

The fi rst test was to view the output wave-
forms at pins 4 and 5 of U1 with a Tektronix 
2246A 100 MHz oscilloscope. The periodic 

waveforms were definitely not square 
waves (more generally, the waveforms were 
not half-wave symmetric — mathematically 
required if they contain no even harmonic 
energy). Next, I used an HP4195A Network/
Spectrum Analyzer to view the frequency 
spectrum of the oscillator (U1 pin 7) and 
mixer output (U1 pins 4 and 5) at the funda-
mental (36.425 MHz) and second harmonic 
(72.85 MHz). 

An advantage I had gained since my 
original work was due to an HP41800A 
Active Probe I had just obtained. The 
HP41800A probe has a bandwidth of 5 Hz 
to 500 MHz, with an equivalent input resis-
tance of 100 k  in parallel with 3 pF. This 
essentially eliminates the loading effect of 
the spectrum analyzer when making mea-
surements. Table 1 gives the results I 
obtained from the spectrum analyzer.

As the table shows, the oscillator output 
power of the second harmonic is about 14 
dB below the fundamental, while at the out-
put of the mixer the second harmonic is only 
about 3 dB below the fundamental — equiv-
alent to a conversion loss of about 3 dB. The 
presence of such a large second harmonic 
indicates that the mixer still maintains 
enough linearity to perform frequency con-
version suffi cient for my design, albeit at a 3 
dB conversion loss. 

A second test that I ran on this circuit was 
to attenuate the oscillator signal prior to 
feeding it to the mixer, as you suggested. 
With C1 and C2 removed (equivalent to infi -
nite attenuation) I measured –2.5 dBm at 
72.85 MHz at pin 4 and pin 5, while with C1 
and C2 in place (equivalent to zero attenua-
tion) I measured –4.3 dBm at 72.85 MHz as 
shown in Table 1. Resistor values of 4 k , 2 
k  and 1 k  placed in series with C1 
resulted in power levels in between the val-
ues for infi nite attenuation (–2.5 dBm) and 
no attenuation (–4.3 dBm). This seems to 
be about a zero sum game. Any gain in con-
version effi ciency because of lower signal 
levels seems to be offset by the concomi-
tant reduction in the amplitude of the input 
signal itself, resulting in approximately the 
same output power level.

— 73, John E. Post, KA5GSQ, 5635 Four 
O’Clock Ln, Prescott, AZ 86305; john.post@
erau.edu

Receiver Performance 
Measurement and Front End 
Selectivity (Sep/Oct 2008)
Dear Larry, 

I was very interested in Henry Rech’s 
ar t ic le on Receiver  Performance 
Measurement and Front End Selectivity in 
the Sep/Oct issue of QEX, especially as 
Henry quotes some of my work. Some of 
his references took me back, too — I 
worked briefl y with John Dingley and Roger 
Winn at Racal, for Sosin at Marconi and for 
a subcontractor to Redifon where Ron 
Barrs was Chief Engineer! It should be 
remembered that much of the work pub-
lished in the 1970s was the result of the 
fashion in the late ‘60s and early ‘70s to use 
broadband circuitry to minimize tuning time 
in service, and production and test costs in 
manufacture. The resultant downturn in per-
formance was an unwanted and unex-
pected side effect. Examples of this 
appeared in the marine fi eld, where receiv-
ers meeting the mandatory Type Approval 
tests in the lab proved useless on board 
ship. 

Pat Hawker, G3VA, in his Technical 
Topics column in the RSGB RadCom, 
advocated the advantages of front end 
selectivity over a good many years, and I 
cannot disagree. One point that Henry does 
not mention is reciprocal mixing: in its way, 
this is more insidious than intermodulation, 
since reducing signal levels reduces recip-
rocal mixing dB for dB, rather than for n dB, 
as in the case of intermodulation. Improved 
front end selectivity helps with reciprocal 
mixing as well. 

The noise testing methods using a notch 
have been descr ibed in Marconi 
Instrumentation magazine back in the early 
1960s: one occasionally sees the MI test 
equipments at fl ea markets. The method 
was also described in the same magazine 
in the 1970s as applied to transmitter testing 
The FT-102 used in my measurements 
does indeed have a relatively narrow front 
end. It is used only to establish the noise 
fl oor, however, with the actual signal mea-
surements being carried out with a spec-
trum analyzer. The noise fl oor can be varied 
with a step attenuator to check the “dB for 
dB,” indicating that intermodulation is not 

Table 1

 36.425 MHz 72.85 MHz
Osc. Output (U1 pin 7) –1.7 dBm –15.8 dBm
Mixer Output (U1 pin 4) –4.0 dBm –4.3 dBm
Mixer Output (U1 pin 5) –5.7 dBm –4.3 dBm
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Table 2
Number of signals at various noise levels in 2002 and in 2007
using a dipole at 7 MHz

 Number of signals Jan 2002 Number of signals Oct 2007

Time –10 to –20 to –30 to –10 to –20 to –30 to 
(UTC) –20 dBm –30 dBm –40 dBm –20 dBm –30 dBm –40 dBm
00-01      
01-02      
02-03 1 12 12 2 3 6
03-04    2 1 8
04-05      
05-06     1 2
06-07  1 4  3 2
07-08    1 1 3
08-09      
09-10      2
10-11      
11-12      
12-13      
13-14      
14-15  1 1   2
15-16   2   2
16-17 1 3 18  1 9
17-18 5 5 20  5 9
18-19 2 8 23  5 10
19-20 1 4 18   8
20-21 2 6 27  3 13
21-22  6 25   13
22-23 1 3 23  3 11
23-24 2 5 7   

Table 3
Noise fl oor and signal levels measured during a 20-hour period in 2007

 Number of signals
Time Noise fl oor –10 to –20 to –30 to
(UTC) (dBm) –20 dBm –30 dBm –40 dBm
0215 –96 2 3 4
0230 –100  3 6
0300 –99 1 2 8
0315 –98 2 1 6
0505 –102  1 2
0530 –102  1 2
0610 –99  3 2
0640 –103  2 2
0715 –102 1 1 2
0730 –100  1 3
0945 –100   2
1440 –101   2
1530 –95   2
1620 –99  1 8
1640 –100  1 9
1700 –96  5 7
1730 –95  3 9
1800 –95  5 10
1920 –95   8
1935 –102   5
2015 –102  3 11
2045 –95  1 13
2130 –100   13
2200 –98  3 9
2215 –97  2 11
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affecting matters. The measured noise lev-
els are consistent with those expected in a 
quiet rural location from on a dipole in 
accordance with Recommendation ITU-R 
P.372-8 “Radio noise.”

The measurements in my original QEX 
article were made at what was about the 
peak of the sunspot cycle, and the question 
remained as to how different the results are 
at the bottom of the cycle. That may be 
found in my March/April 2008 NCJ article. 
Since there is no copyright problem 
between NCJ and QEX, those tables are 
shown here as Tables 2 and 3. 

The measurements still suggest that 
about 100 dB of dynamic range is all that is 
required for most amateurs, but the major 
point is where that 100 dB begins. The use 
of an antenna attenuator with as much as 
40 dB of available attenuation seems justi-
fi ed. Phase noise is a more subtle problem, 
in that multiple low level signals add in ways 
that does not happen with intermodulation. 
A good front end preselector helps in many 
ways, as the designers of such classic 
receivers as the HRO, AR88 , SX28 and 
SuperPro apparently appreciated. 

— 73, Peter Chadwick G3RZP, Senior Radio 
Systems Consultant, Medical Products 
Group, Zarlink Semiconductor, Cheney 
manor, Swindon SN2 2QW, United Kingdom; 
peter.chadwick@Zarlink.Com

Dear Larry,

I read Peter Chadwick’s letter to you and 
was fascinated to find that he had an 
involvement with some of the references 
cited in my article. This was a time when 
receiver design was in a state of rapid devel-
opment.

Peter noted that I omitted a mention of 
reciprocal mixing. His point is valid.

Receiver overall performance is largely 
dependent on front end linearity, fi rst oscil-
lator phase noise behavior, front end selec-
tivity, roofi ng fi lter bandwidth and inherent 
sensitivity. All of these also affect the 
receiver dynamic sensitivity (that is, how a 
receiver noise floor varies as the signal 
environment in which it is embedded 
changes) in particular. I believe the notion of 
“dynamic sensitivity” has to be looked at in 
more detail. 

It would seem to me that the conventional 
battery of tests that are used do not ade-
quately address the comparative perfor-
mance of receivers. My article focuses on 
IMD performance and front end selectivity 
and how the Noise Power Ratio Figure of 
Merit (NPRFOM) might be a way out of 
this.

Given that the IMD characteristic of a 
receiver may not be only third order, as dis-
cussed in my article, point measurements 
may not describe the complex IMD behav-
ior of a particular receiver, and hence 
receiver comparisons based on such mea-
surements may not be valid. For instance, 

two receivers may have the same calcu-
lated IP3 but may vary in actual IMD perfor-
mance. This is another point I could have 
emphasized in my article.

I would argue that the NPRFOM test fi ts 
the bill as a general fi gure of merit test very 
well and is a means by which the overall 
performance of a receiver can be character-
ized, taking account of all the determinants 
of receiver performance in one test.

— 73. Henry Rech, 55 King St, 
Dandenong, Victoria, Australia, 3175; 
hjrech@optusnet.com.au

Press-n-Peel Circuit Boards 
(Sep/Oct 2008)
Dear Larry:

If only WA9PYH’s article on Press-n-Peel 
had appeared last year, before I embarked 
on building a G3XJP reference-design 
STAR (software transmitter and receiver), I 
would have saved time and effort. His notes 

are invaluable for any builder that home-
brews circuit boards. There are some points 
I’d like to add to Jim’s excellent article, how-
ever.

Two of the many boards for my STAR 
project housed surface-mount ICs with 
leads measuring 0.27-mm on 0.5-mm 
pitches. Once I perfected my technique 
through trial and error, I was able to readily 
make fine-line double-sided boards to 
accommodate tiny DDS and CODEC 
chips.

I found that 2-oz. Copper fi berglass FR4 
material, obtained at low cost on eBay, was 
the best substrate. I etched my boards with 
a mixture of ferric chloride and hydrochloric 
acid. I used Chip Quik fl ux to ease attach-
ment with an ordinary soldering iron. 

Rather than using Press-n-Peel, which is 
somewhat expensive, I used ordinary 
glossy photo paper intended for inkjet print-
ers. I bought 10-mil heavyweight paper 
called Special Moments, made by 
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Greenbrier International, Inc. It was avail-
able at my local Dollar Tree store, priced at 
eight sheets for a dollar.

Although some people have warned that 
running this glossy stock through a laser 
printer can ruin the printer’s fuser, I have 
never experienced that problem, not even 
after making dozens of prints. To be on the 
safe side, however, it might be worthwhile 
purchasing a surplus printer, as Jim did for 
his projects. My printer is a Hewlett-Packard 
Laserjet 2300.

I print my layouts on the Special Moments 
paper, and then transfer them to the pol-
ished and cleaned copper, using an iron, as 
Jim explained. The clothes iron is dedicated 
to this purpose, as the process leaves a 
brown stain on the iron that is almost impos-
sible to remove. (Ask me why I gave my wife 
a gift of a brand new iron!) The clothes iron 
deposits the plastic-based laser toner onto 
the copper boards in the same manner as 
Press-n-Peel. The deposited image is a 
great resist.

Depending on the size of the board and 
the thickness of the copper, and how much 
heat and pressure is applied, there can be 
places on the board where the laser toner 
resist doesn’t adhere. These areas show up 
clearly when you peel off the paper, but they 
can be touched up manually with a Sharpie 
pen prior to etching. These pens are now 
available with ultra-fine points. I use a 
broad-point black Sharpie to touch-up large 
areas on the image, and a fi ne-point black 
Sharpie pen for the tiniest traces.

I found I could also partially peel off the 
Special Moments paper after heating, and if 
I observed any traces that didn’t transfer, I 
could fold the paper back down, and hit the 
board with more heat. Partially peeling off 
the paper preserves the registration of the 
original artwork, as there is a portion of 
unpeeled paper that still adheres to the 
underlying copper.

Lastly, I always scratch my call sign and 
date onto my boards, prior to etching. It’s 
nice to have your call sign etched forever on 
homebrew circuit boards.

I’ve attached a few photographs of some 
of my boards. 

I hope these hints will help others to make 
fi ne-line boards. It’s now easier than ever to 
homebrew advanced radio projects on your 
kitchen table!

— 73, Alex Mendelsohn, AI2Q, 164 Sea 
Road, Kennebunk, ME 04043; ai2q@arrl.net

Optimum Lossy Broadband 
Matching Networks for 
Resonant Antennas
(Sep/Oct 2008)
Hi Larry,

When I received my copy of the Sept/Oct 
issue of QEX in the mail, I did a quick read 
of the article; it came out very well. Thanks 
for all your efforts. I detected a few minor 
errors that I did not pick up before. 

On page 35, Figure 11, y-axis: The top 
number should be 120 instead of 3.

On page 36, in the second paragraph, 
line 11: Figure 12D should say Figure 12C.

On pages 36-40, Figures 12, 16, 17 and 
18: The y-axis of each graph is dual-use and 
is intended to show SWR values from 1.0 to 
3.0 and loss values from 0 to 2.0 with a label 
of “Loss (dB).” This can be accomplished by 
moving the “SWR” label upward to make 
some space for the loss label. 

Thanks again. I enjoyed working on this 
project with you.

— 73, Frank, AI1H, 41 Glenwood Rd, 
Andover, MA 01810; ai1h@comcast.net

Hi Frank,

Thanks for pointing out those errors and 
incomplete labels on some of the graphs 
with your article. I also enjoyed working with 
you on this article, and look forward to doing 
it again soon.

— 73, Larry Wolfgang, WR1B, QEX 
Editor; lwolfgang@arrl.org

Broadband Impedance Matching 
(Nov/Dec 2008)
Dear Larry,

The article “Broadband Impedance 
Matching” in the Nov/Dec 2008 issue of 
QEX contains an error. In Figure 17, page 
29, the source impedance (RS) should be 
50 , not 750 . The graphs of Figure 18 
are based on RS = 50, as is the “With 
Inverter” graph of Figure 16. Sorry I didn't 
catch this when I reviewed the fi nal layout 
PDF fi le.

— Sincerely, Frederick B. Huber, 9422 Deer 
Ridge Dr, Cedar Rapids, IA 52411; fhubler@
msn.com 

Hi Frederick,

Thank you for pointing out the mistake 
that we made when drawing Figure 17. We 
sincerely apologize to our readers for that 
error. 

— 73, Larry, WR1B; lwolfgang@arrl.org
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Upcoming Conferences

Southwest Ohio Digital and 
Technical Symposium

January 10, 2009
Middletown, OH

You are invited to attend the 23rd Annual 
Southwest Ohio Digital and Technical 
Symposium, to be held on Saturday, January 
10, 2009, from 8:30 AM to approximately 
4:30 PM. The location is Thesken Hall, Miami 
University, Middletown Campus, Middletown, 
Ohio. Details of the program and activities 
are on the web at www.swohdigi.org. A 
number of very interesting presentations will 
be part of this conference.

This is an ARRL sanctioned conference, 
and we are pleased to have Great Lakes 
Division Director, Jim Weaver, K8JE, host 
an ARRL forum.

Larry Phipps, N8LP, will explain how his 
LP-PAN panadapter works. This exciting 
product enhances your operating ability by 
allowing you to visually observe activity 

across a large segment of the band. More 
information on this product and other of 
Larry’s products may be found at www.
telepostinc.com/n8lp.html.

Tony Gargasz, KB8WOW, has developed a 
text messaging gateway that allows you to 
send text messages to cell phones or e-mail 
addresses from your amateur station. This 
has potential uses in an Emcomm situation, 
and will hopefully spark others to develop 
new Emcomm applications.

Do you remember the popular column in 
Popular Electronics from the 1950s and 60s 
about the adventures of two young ham 
friends named Carl and Jerry? The author of 
those columns was John Frye, W9EGV (SK). 
John lived in Ft. Wayne, IN. Jeff Dunteman, 
K7JPD, has received permission to republish 
all of the Carl & Jerry columns and the entire 
collection is now available in fi ve volumes. 
Jeff will do a remote presentation on his 
experiences in this project.

In today’s age of computers, we continue to 
see applications for their use in Amateur 

Radio. Bill Erwin, N9CX, will give us a prac-
tical presentation on how to use micro con-
trollers and microcomputer chips in the 
shack. Bill’s presentation will explain how he 
designed and built a digital based controller 
to do AZ/EL (azimuth/elevation) rotator con-
trol with a couple of old U-100 TV rotators. 
This same principal will work with other 
rotators, such as the AR-22. More impor-
tantly, it is a practical demonstration of how 
you can get started in designing your own 
control application.

AMSAT will be represented by Gerd 
Schrick, WB8IFM, and Steve Coy, K8UD, 
with an update on what is new and what is 
planned for space.

There will be an optional catered lunch, with 
an expected cost of $8, and a “feed the kitty” 
can for morning coffee and snacks. There 
are numerous fast food and other types of 
restaurants within a mile of Thesken Hall, if 
you wish to go off site.

For further information please contact Jay 
Slough, K4ZLE; k4zle@embarqmail.com.

At the suggestion of Gary Johnson, WB9JPS, we are trying something new to QEX. In this 
column we are offering our readers an opportunity to publish photos of projects they have built. 
Send in your photo ideas, with a short caption, and we will pick some of the best, when space is 
available. As I wrote in Empirical Outlook, you don’t have to send professional quality photos, 
but they should be sharply focused and carefully lighted. Be conscious of your surroundings, 
and try to keep background clutter and other distractions to a minimum. We will be printing the 
photos in black and white. Photos should show something you have built, and can be an original 
project design or your interpretation of something presented in QEX, QST or even a kit, if there 
is something interesting or unique about your construction. Include a sentence or two, up to a 
short paragraph to describe your project. Show us what you’ve got!

To start things off, here are some photos that Gary, WB9JPS, sent to show 
off some of his woodworking projects that cross over into Amateur Radio.

Reader’s Page

Larry Wolfgang, WR1B

QEX Editor; qex@arrl.org

This unusual keyer enclosure is made of purpleheart with ebony 
knobs, and fi ts in the palm of your hand. It’s based on a Curtis 
keyer chip, and runs on a 9 V battery. The keyer circuit includes a 
sidetone oscillator for practice, with volume, weight, and speed 
adjustment knobs, along with a button for the message memory.

Morse keys are an old favorite of radio craftsmen. This one 
is made from a block of cocobolo and features custom-
made hardware, silver contacts, and sealed ball bearings. 
The knob is carved asymmetrically to fi t the owner’s hand.
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Tom Alldread, VA7TA, continues the 
description of his NimbleSig III dual out-
put DDS RF generator. In Part 2, Tom 
describes the software design, com-
puter interfacing, MPU programming 
and initial testing procedure aspects of 
this project.

NimbleSig needs to be connected to a 
computer for programming, testing and 
calibration. Tom describes a simple 
USB to 3.3 V UART adapter for this con-
nection. He leads us through the pro-
gram flow chart and describes the 
process of programming the RF gener-
ator. He then takes us through the initial 
testing for the project and describes the 
procedure for calibrating the NimbleSig 
generator.
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• Remote Power Controller. Turn high current devices
off and on.

• Audible Antenna Bridge. Tune for the lowest SWR by ear.
…and MORE!

SHOP DIRECT or call for a dealer near you.
ONLINE WWW.ARRL.ORG/SHOP
ORDER TOLL-FREE 888/277-5289 (US)

ARRL The national association for

AMATEUR RADIO
225 Main Street, Newington, CT 06111-1494  USA

QEX 1/2009

*Shipping and Handling charges apply. Sales Tax is required for orders shipped to CA, CT, VA, and Canada.
Prices and product availability are subject to change without notice.

Order Today www.arrl.org/shop
or Call Toll-Free 1-888-277-5289 (US)



KENWOOD U.S.A. CORPORATION
Communications Sector Headquarters
3975 Johns Creek Court, Suite 300, Suwanee, GA  30024-1298
Customer Support/Distribution
P.O. Box 22745, 2201 East Dominguez St., Long Beach, CA 90801-5745
Customer Support:  (310) 639-4200   Fax:  (310) 537-8235

With the supplied accessories the RC-D710 is a full upgrade to the TM-V71A.  The TM-V71A
will have full functionality of the TM-D710A by exchanging the TM-V71A panel with the RC-D710.

This is where it gets interesting!
PG-5J connection kit makes the RC-D710 a complete standalone APRS/TNC for your current radio.  This option allows connectivity
with previous and current Kenwood models* as an external modem.

ADS#42908

TM-G707A

TM-V7A

TM-D700A

*Compatible models include: TM-D710A / TM-V71A / TM-D700A / TM-G707A / TM-V7A / TM-733A / TM-255A / TM-455A
SmartBeaconing™ from HamHUD Nichetronix


